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Abstract

An experimental ii,ves\igahon was carried out on a half scale mode·l of a

'helicopter CO,mblnedInfra-Red Suppression and Tail rotor Elimina'tic>n

(CIRSTEL) system to charaot~rise its performance in term~.of power

censemptlon, thrust, pressure drops and temperature reduction, The rnodei

consists e)fa Circulation Control Tail Boom and Thruster {CCTS&T) with the

hot engJne ·gasses duoted into the tail boom where they are mb<ed with

arnbi~nfairsl\lppHeci by a fan situated in the body of the helicopter. The

CQTB&T replaces the conventional tail rotor on a helicopter and supplies the

torque to counter-act the torque applied to the main rotor. The modeVwas 0

tested usMg both hot and.cofd air t~isimulate the flow of hot engine gasses.

The performance is defined in term1[ of thrust, power, and mass flow -:

coefffcients which were found to be'tconstant for the configuration tested. It

was shown that the power requirements of the fan are significantly re't~uced

by introducIng the hot engine gasses into the tail bOQIJl<.1'netemperat~!fe of
.' • _ • _" "Cc\, Ii. _

the hot el1gine gasses is also reduced from 450°C to approXillatelY 2Cf °C.
The surface temperature of the model was found to be less th~n 55 QC 'lot the

n I
configuration. ,_ \i
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Nomenclature

A =Area

C = Coefficient
0;::: Diameter

F::::Force

G;:: Mass flow

K == Coefficient

L == Distancef . ,
P ~.Pressure or Power

Q = Torque

T = Temperature or Thrust

V = Velocity
f ;::Furt6tion

9 == Function
q ;::Dynamic Pressure

p= Density

1'\ ;:: Efficiency

"A, = Area Ratio

4> ::::Flow.Ratio
<p' :;::Corrected Flow Ratio

e ;::Ternperarure Ratio

IT :-::Head Pressure Rise

0:[ = Static Pressure Rise

Subscripts

a = Ambient air from fan
b;:: Tail boom

d::: Diffuser

e = Engine gasses at nozzle exit

f ;::Final mixture at thruster inlet
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p == Power, Pressure
\\

t == Total, Thrust,Thruster

thr == Thruster

Abb're'llia.ti('.fns

CC r circulatior~Control
, ." \\

Circulation ''Control Tail Boom

/)

CCTB

CCTB&T CirCUlationControl TalLBoorn and Thruster

CIRSTEL Combined Ihfra\,Red Suppression and Tail rotor Elimination

CSIR Council for SCientific and Industrial research

Diffuser"'Thruster

HotGas Test Facility
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1 Introduction

1.1.Background

The functien of the tail rotor of a ~encopter (withthe/.~ingle rl1ainrotor and tail

'rotor configurations} is to counteract the-torque applied to the main rotor. The
(":

torque applied to the main rotor is 9 function of a num~~r off actors including its

11ftand .forward speed. This m~ans that the amount of torque produced by the tail
,. "l

rotor must vary to counteract this changing torque. The torque provided by the
~-.'-:",/ .. _- _I"

-" f .. _-" l

tall rotor must alsB/be varlable to WiioVldeyaw control td:me h~!icopter.
'_I,..:_.'- -'. .//

The conventional tailrotor, introQ';ucedin 1039, has a number;or disadvantages.
ltls a mechanically complex system that requires a drive shaft mechanism from

trie main rotor gearbox and also a cOII'ectivepitch m'~Ghanism.It is also

susceptible to damage, noisy ,d~HlgerC"!us,and intolerant to battle damage.
>-.' ",.<
\ I \

<;
Two other systems thafhave been d~''l.})loped to replace the conventional tail

rotor are the fEf:pestron[1] and the circulation controlled tail boom and

thruster. [21 The fe~~~:stroncomprises of a shrouded tail rotor. the shroud '

eliminates the trailing vortices and the consequent contraction of the wake and
'>,,'

consequently results in a reduced power for a given rotor disc area. The shroud

also protects the rotor from mechanical damage, incre@sessafety, and reduces'

noise. 'Jhe fenestron has been implemented by Areospatlale on for example the

Gazelle and Dauphin helicopters.

1:;-
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1.2 Circulation controlled tail boom and thruster

The circula~l,oncontrol tail boom and thruster (eCTB&T) develops-the an~ii'
~.. u" ",

torque requir~ments of 'the helicopter by means of three effects. The first is \

circulation control. AJr is blo}Nnthrough slots cut aiong the length of the tail

boom. This air adheres to the surface of the tail boom (due to the eOANDA

effect, sl~e reference [3]), flowing around the tail boom for approximately 1800.

This generates circulation around the tail boom. This circulation combined with

the downwash from'ths main rotor generates a force that is normal to the

direction of flow of the downwash from the main rotor, resulting in a torque acting

about the main rotor axis. The eeTS is most effective at low forward speed in
~)

the order of a f~Yrneters per second.
/:;:;:::::::::;::::?/

////

The 'second effect is a thruster fitted to the end of the tail boom that produces a

torque by turning the air throug,h approximately 90° and then exhausting it into

atmosphere. This force acting at the end of the t~il boom produces a torque that

couh,~racts that of the main rotor. The torque developed by the thruster can be

altered by varying the outlet area of the thruster and the total pressure of the air.

The third effect is two vertical tail fins that are fixed to tile tail boom. These fins

are most effective at high speeds. The angle of incidence of at least one of the

vertical fins is controllable.

The eCTB& T has been implemented by.McDonnell Douglas Helicopter

Company on their MD520N and MDX helicopters. [4]

The eCTS& T has a number of advantages when compared to the conventional

tail rotor. The effect of tail rotor strikes and hazards to personnel are reduced.

The tall boom is less susceptible to enemy fire. This is mainly because the
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driVeshaft and gearbox are eliminated from the tail boom. The fan is situated in

the body of the helicopter and requires only a short driveshaft,

Vibration and Noise is also reduced. Noise levels on the MD520N were

measured to be onaverace'tresn 2,7 to 7dB [5] quieter (when compared on a
/)

weight corrected basis) than th~ MD500E, depending on the flight condition. The

MD520N was shown to be significantly quieter than all tail rotor-equipped

helicopters certified to date.

A geheral arrangement of a helicopter fitted with a CCTB&T appears in figure 1

Dlract Jot Thruster

Figure 1: Diagrammatic arrangement of a Helicopter with

CCTS& T Anti-Torque System [4]

1.3Combined intra-red suppression and tail rotor elimination

The temperature of the exhaust gases of a helicopter is in the region of $00 t;lC.

This offers a significant infra-red signature to heat seeking missiles. Combined

Infra-Red Suppression and Tail rotor Elimination (CIRSTEL) is a concept that
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utilises-the ambienf-air, that ,1$ used"in the CCf&~T system, to cool the en.gine
'./. ..... \

gases before they are exhausted into the a.tmosphet~.Two ways of doing this
c.\

are possible. \\
.\

o

1.3.1 Single flow system

~,
The first system exhausts the hot engini' gases into a mixing tubtal\~hatis situated

in the taU boom. A single fan then supplies. air to both the ~CTB ahtl the

thruster. A portlcrr ofthe-ambient. air supplied by t!:1efans rnlxes, iri'side the
,

mixing tube,wIth thEi'hot air fromthe engine. The rest of-the ambient air~upplied

by the fans passes on-the outside of the mixing tube to supply air to the \.\
," 'I

dJrculation control slots. The air that does not exhaust' through the circulafi&n
. \\

\\
control slots then mixes with the, air exhausting from the mixing tube. This fil\~al

, ' , \

(,;xture of air is then exhausted through the thr(Jstet>.A diagra~matic \\
. .

arrangement of a helicopter fitted with a CIRSTEL system is given'in.figurel2\i ..
. \"

\'
;\
Ie
<T

. II
ROTATABLE CAN .~I

_pM

THRUSTER

Figure 2~Diagrammatic Arrangement of a Helicopter fitted,·with

CIRSTEL [6]
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1.3.2 Dual flow system

The other possibility isla have two separate flow paths with different total

pre!?sures. The air supplied to the thrustet,needs to have a high mass tlowrate,

but a low PJfi-s~ure.The air that is supplied to the circulation slots needs to have

a low mass flow rate but a high pressure. The dual flow system will supply low

pressure air to the thruster at a high mass flow rate and high pressure air to the

circulation control slots at a low mass flow rate. This can be done with either

having two separate fans or a single fan that can supply the two flows. This will
.,

have the advantage that the power requirements of the system wi!-'be reduced

(whyn compared with the SIngle flow system) due to the lower pressure of the

air that is supplied to the thruster .
.'.'

This will also mean that only the air gOil1gto the thruster will mix with the hot air

from the engine. The air going to the circulation control stots would then ensure

that the"outer wall of the tail boom will remainat-a low enough temperature not
',~'

to produce a significant Infra-red signature. A diagrammatiC arrangement of a

dual flow CIRSTEL system appears in figure 3

Figure 3 :Diagrammatic arrangement of Dual flow CIRSTEL

system
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2 Objectives
;:'

The main objective of this research program was to investigate and characterise

the performance of a CIRSTEL system. Thiswas achieved by:

<,
1. Desjgning aflEtbuilding raif scale models ofthe two CiRSTEL systems,

2. Investigating the effect of the mixing nozzle on the performance of the

CCTB&T system by studying the effect in the power required from the.fan

supplying ambient air to the CCTB&T system, as well as the drop in static

pressure of both the air flow from the fans and the flow from the engine,

3. Comparing the performance of the Dual flow and Single flow systems. in terms

of the drop in static pressure of the flows from the fans .and the engine.

4. Studying the effect of temperature on the system by testing with both hot and

cold air to simulate the engine exhaust gasses,

5. StL,dying the performance of the thruster on the CCTB&T system and

comparing data obtained with data from tests done at the University of the

Witwateisrand.

5. Investigating the effectiveness of the CIRSTEL concept in terms infra-red

suppression '(cooling of engine exhaust gasses).
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3 Literature Survey

No literature was found on Combined Infra-Red Suppression and TailRotor

Elimination (G1f{STEL) systems for helicopters. The literature survey therefore

concentrates/bn the following three components of the CIRSTEL system:
if

1: Jet thrusters

2: Circulation Control Tall Booms

3: Infra-Red Suppression systems for helicopters

3,1 Jet Thrusters

.;\
During the entif"~\-"1rwardflight envelope it is the vertical fins fitted to the GeTS

, _'
that develops rrl\::lo19ft~/e torque to counter-act the torque applied to the main

II " , "'

rotor. The thruster ~~ufed to supplement and trim the torque developed the
1\ ' , 'cc '

GeTS during hover;~an~s)jdeway~ flight as well as the forward flight envelope, It
H. A Ii \\

is therefore essentiJI tl,1q,f the periformance of the thruster be characterised in
'\/' /. ·,:11

terms of power and t~irque developed,

Tests were carried out on two different options of replacing the conventlonal tail

rotor at the University of the Witwatersrand (See references 7 and 8). The first is

the Circulation Control tail boom and Thruster (GCT8&T). The performance of

the thruster was tested on a static rig situated at the laboratory of the School of

Mechanical Engineering of the University of the Witwatersrand. These tests

were used to determine the operation of the thruster as well as the variation of

the thrust developed by the thruster with variation in exit area of the thruster.

The exit area of the.thruster was varied by rotating a can (with an opening larger

than that of the thruster) around the thruster. Ahother method of varying the

outlet area of the thruster is by means of a slide. The main advantage of the

slide is that the air exhausting from the thruster is not deflected in the vertical

If
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direction as in the case with the rotati'rig can. See figure 4 for a general
i._! - - - -- - ~

arrangement of the thruster with a rotating can.

(\
1\I,

Figure 4 General Arranqement of Tbruster

3.1.1 CCT8&T

3.1.1.1 Thrust

The variation of the normalised thrust developed by thruster with can angle is

presented in figure 5. It is clear that thrust developed by the thruster can easily

by controlted by varying the angle of the outer can.
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Flqure 5: Variation of Normalised Thrust with Can Angle [7]
'/

Using conservation of momentum across the thruster gives:

3.1

Assuming Vt ':::;0, equation 3.1 can be given as:

3.2

Unknown factors such as velocity components in the tail boom, non-uniform flow

and expansion of the wake are included by means of the constant k1.
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From this it is. clearthat the torque developed by the thruster about the main

motor is given by:

3.3

where Lt If:!,the horizontal distance from the main rotor axis to the mid point of the
'I,)

exit area fj If the thruster,

For the tests carried outat the University pf the Witw~i~tersrandit was found that

the value of the constant k1 is 1,0757 for the"geometry tested. The thrust

developed by a thruster with a similar geometry to the thruster tested in

reference 7 can thus be written as:

'\,'\
Ti=1\~0757APt 3.4

Later tests has shown-the value of k1 is in fact a function of the area ratio of the

thruster (91.Th~value .of k1 decreases as the area ratio of the thruster increases,

No tests were carried out to determine the effect the geometry of the thruster has

on the value of the constant k1.

3.1.1.2 Power

The power supplied to the thruster for the case of no frictional losses may be

given by:

3.5
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where Kp = 0,5.

The power supplied to the fan to provide the air tothe thruster may be written as:

3.6
\\
')\
It
(\
1,1',
,.\ /\

where Kp includes the effects ~')Fenergy losses cf.,.te to friction, variation in the

cross-section of the Jet leaving the thruster, and the fan efficiency.

For the tests carried out at the University of the Witwatersrand ["lJ=it was found

that Kp =0,856. Further tests [91 at the University .0 the 'Nitwatersrand has shown

that Kp is in fact a fUhction of the area ratlo of the thruster. The value of Kp

increa~:eswith an increase in the area ratio. What is not shown in these tests is

the dynamic response of the air flow to the opening or closing of the thruster

exit.

3.1.2 Diffueer-Thruster (OT)

The Diffuser-Thruster is the second aptian for replacement of the conventional

tail rotor that was tested at the University of the Witwatersrand [8]. The DT

comprises of:

l) a fan located at the entrance to the tail boom

ii) a tail boom to duct air from the fan to it's aft end

iii) a diffuser located at the aft end of the duct to reduce the speed of the air,
and

iv) a thruster fitted to the outlet Qfthediffuser which turns the air through

approximately 90° and ejects it sideways with a nearly uniform exit
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velocity to generate a thrust and-consequently the torque required-to

balance that applied to the main rotor.

('.Id'. .,
See figure 6 for a general arrangement of a Diffuser ....Fhruster.

Figure 6: GeneraJ Arrangement of Diffuser-Thruster

The DT has two main advantages overthe.CCTB&T concept. The first is. the fact

the. Circulation Control Tail Boom only functions properly at hover or very low

forward speeds. At higher forward speed, as the main rotor downwash moves off
:~,

the tail boom, the eeTB loses its effectiveness. [10] A~~'c~irculat.ion control is

used on the DT the problem should not occur.

.," .~
The static pressure of 7kPa [8] inside the tail boom of the eeTB results in an

exit velocity of approximately 105m/s. This velocity is high compared to that of ,.

the conventional tail rotor or the fenestron and results in comparatively high

power requirements for the thruster. The oVE:}rallpower requirements of an anti-

torque system comprised of a circulation controlled tail boom and thruster

appears to be in the 01der of 50% higher than that of.a conventional tail rotor [9].

If the speed ( total pressure) of the air could be reduced before exiting through

the thruster it could be possible to reduce the power requirements of the system

significantly.
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It is also clear from equation 3.6 that the power consumption of the CCTB&T is a
(!

function dfthe outlet area of the thruster. If the outlet area of the thruster could

be increased it would mean that the power requirements would also be reduced,:>

The fact the mass flow throyghJhe DT will be significantly higher than that of the

CCT8&T (10 kg/s for the CCTB&Tversus +- 29 kg/s for the DT) could mean that

the DT could be a better option for the CIRSTEL concept. The higher mass.flow

of ambient air would mean that the temperature of the engine exhaust gasses

would be further reduced than would be the case of the for the CCTB&T.

A number of problems are still associated with the current design of the DT. It
was therefore' decided to use the CCTB&T for this study.

3.1.2.1 Torque

The tests carried out on the DT a the University of the Witwatersrand v.%ered6ne
j{ ·,,1
i' YI

on both a static rig and the rotor spin rig. The-tests on the rotf,!lrspin rig clearly
.,'

showed that in hover the rotor has limited effect on the torque developed by the

DT. See figure 7,
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Figure 7: Variation of DT Thrust with Rotor Thrust .[8]
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3.1.2.2 Static Pressure

As one of the possible uses of the DT;would be the cogling of exhaust gasses by

passing them through the Jail boom, it was pertinent to invE!i'stlgat~~hestatic
1..' ··1

pressure existing in the tail boom. Figure 8 presents the static pressure along in

the tail boom ofthe eeTS andthe two DT's that were te~fed. The static pressure

depressions on the tail boom for the two DT's are significant This static

pressure depression combined with the large fk)Wof ambient air would be usefy!. ;
I "\.

for drawing exhaust gasses in to the tail boom. - r

'0'
~ I...
0: 0~
'" -I~ -2<r
<C -J
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-~
-Ib

0

10 .,.--~ ~22_00 '95<>00 It ---,

:~ ~--------..r-ill
..,..-------~ ; j L \)

/;

OIST»ICE .<lONG TAIL BOOoA em)
o CCTJ + OTTH 0- OTJ

Figure 8: Static Pressure Dlstributlon in Tail Boom [8]

The results from the tests carried out on the DT show that its thrust performance
,(

compares favourably with that of the. conventional tail rotor. Further work is stil~
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required to improve performance and to ensure that the mass penalty is

acceptable. The f[O\~ in the in the diffuser and the thruster can be improved. This

would mean a reduction in the losses and improved performance of the DT.

3.2.Circulation Oontro! Tail Booms

Clrculatlon control ta,i,1 boom anti-torque systems make use ofthe downwash

from the main rotor and an induced circulation around the tail boom to generate

a torque about the axis of the main rotor. This circulation can be induced by

.means of two separate mechanisms.

3.2.1 Fuselage Strakes
,I

This mechanism makes use of strakes (flaps) mounted on the fuselage of the

helicopter [111.See figure 9. The strakes alter the air flow around the tail boom

by separating the flow~from the boom. This reduces the velocity of the air on the

one side of the boom producing circulation, which, when combined with the

downwash from the main rotor, creates a lateral air load to oppose the main rotor

torque.

Figure 9: Diagrammatic arrangement of conventional tall

boom with strakes

----------------------~--~~~------------~-----~~---------
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This arrang~ .nsnt has the following advantages:

,

rj Red~cas the load requir\3rnent$ on the helicopter torque control .systems,

ii) Retduces the size of the torque control system by using the fuselage air

loads to provige part of the needed torque,

iii) Increases the sideslip ability of the helicopter by.controrllnq the flow

circulation around ;he fuselage and

iv) With retractable/extendible strakes the performance of the strakes can be

optimised.

Altho~Lghthe increase in torque developed by the strakes is only in the region of

10% [9] of the torque developed by the conventional tail rotor, all of the above

mentioned advantages can be obtained with no requirements in engine power,

internal ducting or drive mechanisms. Due to the reduction in loads on the

torque control system, the maintainubility and reliability of the helicopter is also
}

improved at very smail cost. ji

The reduction in the size of the torque control system will mean reduced drag

and weight. This will mean increased performance through increased speed,

increased fuel savings and increased load capacity,

3.2.2 Jet Slots

The second mechanism to induce circulation around the tail boom is to cut jet

slots along the length of the tail boom. Air, supplied by an axial fan, is (hen

ducted through the tail boom at a positive pressure relative to atmosphere. The

air is then exhausted, tangential to the boom surface, through the jet s.ots. The

air has sufficient energy to stay attached to the surface due to the COANDA

effect for a considerable distance(upto 2700 from the vertical). This distance that

the air stays attached to the surface of the talil boom can be controlled by making
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use of he fuselage strakes mentioned in 3.2.1. The effect is that a circulation is

set-up ~Qu'1P the boom and in combination with the downwash from the main
rotor produces a torque to counter-act the torque applied to the main rotor. See

figure 10.

. IPownwash from main rotor J

I
~

Figur~ 10: Schematic diagram of Tail Boom with Jet Slots.

3 2.2.1 Torque due to Boom Static Pressure Alone

For the case where there is no rotor downwash, the torgue acting on the tail

boom can be 9iven by [12]:

3.7

where ka includes the frictional lessee on the surface of the tail boom.
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This torque is produced by the horizontal component of the change of

momentum of the air leaving the surface of the tail boom. The effect of the of the

diameter of tile tallboom could be deterniine in terms of the Reynolds number

based on the boom dl~meter [12]. Results of tests presented in reference 12
show that k3 is independent of this Reynolds number. Data from references 9

and 12 indicate that k3 == 0,462 (for D == 0,299m). Whether ks is in fact

independent of the boom diameter still has to be determined experimentally.

3.2.2.2 Torque due to Rotor Downwash Alone

c, . !I

Perturbations on the. surface of the tail boom result in lh¢ rO"i-'\r;downw~,sh
flow1ng asymmetrically around-the tail boom thereby} "'~'.' ::/';;. "~~CLJI~-iion.This

j 1'" ,\,'
circulation combined with the.rotor downwash prodq, ctbrde.".; .iis the same

'.) .'. . .. . i,' ," .' .... _: ," -. :_l -_ J_«

effect as the fuselage strakes discussed in 3.2,~ ,nw rJirection and magnitude ()f

the force ~IIIdepend 011 ir ;J pen·"r'?ation on the surface of the tail boom. This
,

component of the torque is given by:

3.8

where ka= 0,05943, (see references 9 and 12)

3.2.2.3 Torque dueto Combin.ed Effects of Circulation and Rotor

Downwash

When both the downwash and circulation control is used a force and torque is

developed that acts about the axis of the main rotor. It has been shown in 9 and

12 that this torque component is proportional to the rotor thrust and the square

root of the static pressureIn the tail boom. Unpublished results show that this

component of torque is alsq) proportional to the diameter of the tail boom. This

component of may be written as:

})-----~--.--------------~--------~------------~----~.------~..~--
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Q3 = ks ps1J2TO 3.9"

where ks :::0;00561 (from references 9 and 12)

It has. been sh0wn in references 9 and 12 that the three components of torque

are additive! i.e. the total torque acting 9pAhe tail boom is;

3.10

3.2.2.4 Combined Effects

;.1

From 3.2.2.3 the total torque d~~,@lopedby the circulation control tail boom is

given by:

Q.~ O,462(Ll "Ll )'~s(tlD)D + O,05943TD + 0,00561 ps1/2TO 3.11

The total power 'applied".to the fan is given by:

3.12

I!
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3.3 Infra-Red Suppression systems for helicopters

(See references 6 and 13)

The hot gasses exhausted from the engine of a helicopter, as well as the

components that the hot gasses comes in contactwith, provide a significant
c

signature to infra"red guided missiles. The methods that are employed tb reduce

this infra-red signature are the maskhig of hot .areas and the cooling of the hot

engine gasse,pby combination thereqf with cold air before exhausting it into

atmosphere.

The first generation suppressors feature an upward bent nozzle shielded from

enemy view by an insulating cowl. This concept is adapted for apposing band 1

operated missiles (wavelength =: 1,7 to 2,8lJm). Exhaust plumes radiate a

detectable amount of energy 'due to discreet rays lnthe carbon dioxide

spectrum, a part of which is included in band 2 (wayelength :: 3,7 to 4,8I1m).", .' .,. .

Diluting the exhaust gassel:i'with cold ambient air reduces the concentration of

CO2 and the temperature and therefore reduces the detecabHity of the aircraft.

A basic ejector consists of the flowing four components (See figure 11):

1) Primary nozzle: To inject hot engine exhaust gasses in to mixing duct, at

station 1

2) Intake : To collect, direct and accelerate ambient air upto station 2

3) Mixing duct : where momentum is transferred from primary to secondary

stream and the two flows are mixed under the action of

turbulent friction.

4) Diffuser : where the residual kinetic energy is partially recovered in

transformed into pressure.
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P.

DiffuserMixing Duct

P.~ ~ ,

'" '. - P;
I'll ."

.Secondary Air Pressure

x=o

Figure 11: Flow schematic and station identification of basic

ejector

3.3.1 Perfect Mixer Performance Model

3.3.1.1 Mixer Performance

'Making the following assumptions:

1) The mixer is long enough to achieve complete transfer of momentum from

primary to secondary flow,

2) Momentum lost on the wall boundary layer can be neglected and

3) The flow is homogeneous over any section 1,2 or 3 (boundary layer

thickness is neglected),
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the static pressure rise from station 2 to 3 can be expressed as a function of the

area ratio A «Ai + A-;.}lA1),the temperature ratio e (T1lT2)tand the corrected flow

ratio <1>', «F2/F1)/sqrt(8)):

(P~- P2)tq1 = 2(it -1)/ t:(1 .. 2fe(<I>'/(1\, ..1))+ (<I>'I(X ..1»2) 3.13

where fa :::(1 +9)12sqrt(9) in an auxiliary temperature function.

3.3.1.2 Diffuser Performance

The performance of the diffuser may be defined as:

3.14

3.3.1.3 Ejector Performance

The pressure rise achieved by the complete ejector is obtained by summing up
/

the mixer and diffuser contributions:. ')) .

({

CPa" P2)/q1 = CO= 2(it -1)/1\,2('1 .. 2fe(<»'/(I" -1» + «[>'/(1\, ..1»2)

+ lld«1 + 2fe <1)1 + <1>,2)/1\,2) 3,,15

An equivalent expression for head pressure is:

3.16
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Plotting the Pressure rise, IT, corrected flow rate, (P', gives the so called ejector

performance curve. This curve is dependent on the geometry of the ejector but

nearly independent of the Mach number and Reynolds number [13],

3.3.1.4 Operating Point

The operating point is determined by matching the ejector pressure rise to the'

pressure loss of the intake system. The pressure loss varies with, the dynamic

pressure of the secondary flow rate q2:

3.17

ThE~coefficlent k2 does not significantly vary within the usual ~angeof Reynolds
numbers (fully turbulent flow). Therefore:

II = k2 (<1>'/(/... -1)) 3.18

The operating point of the ejector rests at the intersection of equations 3.16 and

3.18. It was found that the neither the velocity V1 nor the cross section shape

has any influence on the flo)4;~'iO as long as 'A. is retained. It was however
"found that the nozzle shape does have an influence when the above hypothesis

is proven wrong.

3.3.2 Other Models

3.3.2.1 Momentum Integral Method

(See reference 13)

The most unrealistic assumption introduced in the perfect mixer model is the

complete transfer of momer-um. The mixer is seldom longer than the diameter of

the infra-red suppressor so that the velocity profile is far from uniform at station
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3. Th'is limitation fends to redLICethe pressure rise. The notH,.miformity of the
j "

flow resulting')~)f..,:nnon-perfect mixing lowers the diffuser efficiency. The diffuser

pressurarlse' is therefore also reduced" On the whole, the 'ejector performance
I

falls short of the perfect mixer curve, In order to predict the pressure rise of a
\.) "

short ejector, it is necessary to kno~,the residual momentum integrated over I.the

enq of cross section 4. This in turns depends on the velOCityprOfile at station 4.

3.3.2.2 FInite Difference Method

(See reference 13)

lh.co~trasttothe pre'ceding method, this method does not rely on any kind of
flow similarity, but solves the local equations of continuity, longitudinal

momentum and energy. The equations take the conventional boundary layer

form Whose main features are:

1)

2}

,'J
3)

quasi-parallel streamlines, no separation or reversed flow,

constant pressure over any cross section and

no influence of.the downstream region onto the upstream flow.

The finUe difference method has two advantages over the previous method:

1 The effect. of wall friction i's properly included, a crucial point for the

calculation of diffusing ducts.

2) Heat transfer and compressibility are accounted for within the state and
";

energy equations.

It should be noted that the finite difference method is doomed to fail at point of

separation.

- ....____,-~--~---------------------..--
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An example of infra-red suppression is used on th~ Comanche [14] which,

aithougb it makes use of a fsnestron anti-torque system, mixes the hot,engine

exhaust gasses with cooler ambient air inside the tail cone, This mixture-then

passes through lont~ribbon diffusers located on e~,chside of the tail cone, where

.it exits through 1S..foot by 4-inch slots on either side of the tail cone. As it

C)

escapes, the warm air is further mixed with the downw~sh from the main rotor.
r

/)

3.4 Comments

\
, \ )

Although the above mentioned methods were available to characterise the infra-

red suppression performance iof the CIRSTEL system, it should be noted that
;_~~ ",' . v

none of them were intended to be applied in the set-up as used In the CIRSTEL .

system where the ambient air is forced through the system at high pressure.

Even when used in the application that they where intended for, the methods still

t , \

'. ;"\

have a numberof shortcomings. Additional factors such as inlet distortions and'

duct curvatures may affect the performance of the suppressor,

A much easier method, which relates the drop static pressure of the flow from

the fans and the flow from the engin~, to the velocity or mass flow ratio, was
',.. _

...i~visedto predict the static pressureot ~:--etwo flows. This method was rather
'\ ...~

tist;d for the tests in this program.
',I
Ii

)).. '

The same thrust and power coefficients used for the tests (ilt the University of the
\' f

Witwatersrand was used for the tests conducted inli~~~pfn . ,,'',",,-"'Thismade the
~,'C ';" " \

:~" \ \...-'comparison of data easier.
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4 Experimental equipment

4.1 Hat tests

4.1.1 Model

"A half scale CIRSTEL model was used for the hot tests. A diagrammatic

arrangement of the model and the test facility are presented in figure 12.

Figure 12: Diagrammatic arrangement of hot test set-up

The model for the single flow sy,c)emconsists of a 300mm diameter pipe with a
~,!i'

length of 2,3m. lwo slots are cut along the length of the pipe to simulate the

circulation controhslots, These slots do not generate any circulation (or torque)

but only exhaust approximately the same amount of air (to scale) that would be

exhausted by th,9circulation control slots on the full scale model. lnside the

300mm tube i~ ,Jlaced a 2BOmmdiameter tube. The hot air used to simulate the

engine exhaust gas63 are ducted into the model and then exhausted into the

260mm mixing tube through a mixing nozzle. The mixing nozzle is an
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asymmetrical .dalsy nozzle with an average diameter of 250mm and an outlet
Ii

area of O,0249m2
• A thruster is fitted to the end of the 3'OOmmtube. The thruster

has-two outlets of differing sizes. Blades inside the thruster help to turn the air

before it is exhausted into the atmosphere. A\;~~nfits over the thruster. It is

possible to rotate-the Can and thereby vary the outlet area of the thruster, The

direction of thruster can also be reversed by closing off the outlet on the one

slde ot thruster and opening the outlet on the otherside of the thruster.

4.1.2 Burner

The burner at the Hot Gas Test Facility (HGTF) of the Council for Scientific and

Industrial Research was. used to supply the hot gasses to simulate the engin~

exhaust gases. The burner can supply upto 3,5 kgls of air at upro 700 °G. The

mixing nozzle was connected to the burner with a flexible bellows. This was

done to ensure that the model was free to move in all directions and the load cell

readings were not affected, See figure 13 for photograph of burner,

Figure 13 : Photograph ofburner in HGTF
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4.2.3 r=ans

A set or four axial fans, connected in series, was used to simulate the ambient

air flow in the model. Each fan could be switched on individually. This made it
j;

possible to have either 2,$ or 4 fans switched on at a time. The fans were

installed next to the model. The air Was then ducted into the model with a metal'
(~) ,

reinforced fabric concertina pipe.

With ideal conditions these f~:inscan deliver upto 4 kgIs of air, but due to losses
"

in the concertina pipe it was ~:~l1lyP08Sibie for the fans to deliver a maximum of

2,1 kg's of ~ir'.This is only h~if the air that is required for half scale tests. This

was compensated for by also!'varying the flow from the burner, thereby
;

producing the correct flow ratio and ensuring that the characterisation of the

performance of the GIRSTEL system could be applied over a wide range of flow

ratios.

4.1.4 Instrumentation

Instrumentation fitted to tITie test rig is given in table 1.

Table 1: Instrumentation for hot tests

..~9. .l..E§.r.§!!I1~.t~~, J..§.~.t1~g.r... LE.§!J.9.§ " §!g !?~y .
1 IThruster k . I Strain gauge ISOON 16,75N

.............................................L!br..SI.~t )( .l..!.2§.S! ..2~.H ! L .
2 I Temperature. I Thermocouple 1800ce ! 2%

I of air flow to i probe i j
! burner! ! I··•.:~·..•···· ···-.·••··..·..·· ·••·..":~~···f..·'·..•••..' ''' ~!I ••••• ~•• ~ •• ;,.U H 1 HU-.~ · H H d .. i·····u ~ .

3 ! Temperature !Thermocouple i soo-c i 2%
, f . . . b ' !! a air flow ! pro e i i
!from burner .! ! !

••• ., ~hU.·. __ , h ..: ~••• jo , ~.u.o). ,. u · ;. h.to .. H" · J •• h.U •••,~ ;;· ~., i,.~ ~ u.

4 i Temperature .1 Thermocouple! 800ce i 2%
I of air at J probe I !

..............................." Lm.!~.(D..9...Q9.~!.~J .1.. 1.. ..

----~-___,..' !r-----.------'l---~------- ......,_-----
-\./
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·,·fj····:·· ···..····;·····..·..·..··TYe·n'·perature···..rTh~rmO·tbU·F)j·e··r860'~C·..·······..··..······..r2%·..···.." " ,
" r of air at j probe 1 I
( ! circulation ill

i·.;. - •. ': I f
1slots iii '.

•t~ ~~.. ~ _•• I -•• i- ~, ·..•••••.•~· h.· •••••• ;..H-: .. I~•••••• h ••.h •••••••• ~•••••••• ·•• '~ ••• h : ~••••••••••••••••••• " •••••• h' ~•• ~ ~l h· h .

:6 ! Temperature ! Thermocouple IBQoce ! 2%
i of air from ! p robe I !. . : .
! fans ! . l 1

.~.\ U h~ h '." 'O;." ••• O\.,. ••• u •••• ; H ••••.••••• O:-u HU · 'H t ••••, " , t '.·._.·· H· •• ·u •••••••••

7 I Temperature ! Thermocouple ! 800be \ !2%
i of air 'at i probe I]I F i ,//;;:~.
! thruster outlet I ' I (I! l C'

..i~.~.••h •• ..•••• .. ··,···.···· .. • •• .. • .. t·..···.···,··· H •••••••• -: ~••••••• H to.H·,4··h·..···•·•··•·•·••··.···..··..~~f~_.··i.· _ ·.u.ri ' u"., .e IVelocity head IAnuoar + t 30" we '\ L~06!mB
I of air from I differential I ~r.
I fans j pressure ill.'
: :' ': l

j j transducer I j"
••• ',.· ••••• •••• HH,:.' H ;,' ' '.. u i u.' h ••h Uh .. 'H ••• ,~.h •••• t ..

'9 i Static i Anubar + j 50 psi 10,524 mB
! pressure of air 1 differential I !
! to burner ! pressure! !
! ! transducer , ! !

••• il4o ' ••• hU •• • '· ·; • •••• ,.i· "••••, , " u••••.;. ,•••••i , h , •••••• " ' ..

10 ! Velocity head ! Anubar + , ! 0,5 psi i 5,34 mB
i of air to ! differential . ! !
I thruster ! pressure I !
: ! transducer! !

•••,··'· •.. ••••• "·· ••••·.i·.u.~ ~ H ,••:- , u;,.;,' Hh u••t ..•"'''.''••.•.;; ' ' ~ H , .

'Ii I Static !Anubar +. ! 50 psi i 0,351 mB
j pressure of air i differential· iii
: , d : :

! from fans j pressure! t
i : " ,: t

i j transducer j j ...·1·2..·..·..·..·........·......·....·..rTbtarpr·~ssu·re'T·An·ub'ar..+..·....··....·....!":;(bat ..........····......·....r·1·0)§..·it\·S..·......·..........
i of air to ! differential! !
! : : :
I burner ! pressure! !
! ! transducer ! !

........ ' ,. ' •• 1 " , u u , __ n t u '••' ._ "'~ n .

13 I Total pressure I Anubar + i 50 psi' ! 1,01 mB
j of air to ! differentia' I !
I thruster I pressure, I I
! I transducer! !..'1'4 · ·..· · f"Stati't· · ·..TscanTvai've ..·..· r .. ·1·..p;j" ·· ·..· · ·T·c3:'54..·P·a · ..
[ pressure of I I I
I ambient air I I I: .: ; .i around mixing iii
! nozzle! I !

................ "H' v- H' , 'n••••• '-:-- 'Ut ••" n ••••1 ~t--::f""" •........ ;~ , t ~'~ "~"",, , ow "'n'

15 IStatic i Scani Valve ! 1 psi j 6.54 Pa
: .. : :! pressure of i j i
! engine air I ! I
j inside mixing I ! !

.. " o;o L!J.~?~!.@ ...l .1.. 1.. .

I_)
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16 ! Static 1Scani Valve 11 psi ! 6.54,Pa
! pressure of I =: I I
I ambient air i "! [
! before mixing j ! I
Inozzle! j j

The pressure transducers, scant valve and temperature probes were.:-§eadby

making use of a MUX..card connected to a personal computer. The software

used was specifically developed for the test rig at the HGTF. The software was

used to calculate the flow rates using the pressures read from the anubars, This

made it possible to monitor the flow rates from both the fans and the burnet"fmd

to set the flow ratio to the required value. Data read during the tests were saved

as art ASCII file to be processed later.

4.2 Cold Tests

4.2.1 Models

The tests carried out ill the HGTF were repeated for the cold tests to determine

whether the performance coefficients are a function of the density of the gases in

the tail boom. This time however the hot gas from engine was simulated with a

blower delivering air at ambient temperature to the mixing nozzle. The same

model was used as in the hot tests. The mixing nozzle was now connected to the

blower (lnstead of the burner) by means of a short piece of metal reinforced

fabric concertina pipe. The model was suspended in a scaffolding structate, A

diagrammatic arrangement of the set-up is presented in figure 14.

"i(

1.1
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Connections IBlower I

Figure 14: Diagrammatic arrangement of cold test rig

4.2.2 Blower

\,'

\: '.

For the Goldtests the engine flow was simulated by making use of a radial

blower to supply air to the mixing nozzle. The air was at ambient temperature.

The bl~)yvercan deliver 1,8 kg/s of air at ideal conditions, but to get 'the correc'

flow ratio a piece of shade cloth was put in tne Inlet of.the blower to lower the

flow rate to between 0,45 to' 0,5 1«8'/5.

4.2,3 Fans

The same fans used during the hot.tests were used during the cold tests. For the

cold tests a butterfly valve was fitted to the fans to make it possible to control the

flow rate from the fans. For each number of fans switched on, the valve was set

at 0% 91$sed,30% closed and 50% closed. This made it possible to have more':'

than Just four different flow rates from the set of fans.
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4.2.4 Instrumentation
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For the cold tests the following instrumentation was used:

Table 2: Instrumentation for cold tests

1
I Parameter ! Sensor 1 Range I Std DevChannel
!Thrust ' '! strain gauge i 500 N 16}5 N
! 1 load cell 1 i.~;'U."'''••''H.''''' ••••''•••''''.''U'''~''''Ioo ;.~u ~ "~U""'f.U t~.."u ~ ~ ,••••••••t ;.••n ••••••••••~•••••••+- ".h•••••

2 ! Flow from ! Intake + I 5 kPa '! 4,6 Pa
j fans j differential j j
i I pressure I I
! ! transducer! , !

................... ._U ••• H ~•••••• }o •••••••• · H " •• /; -t u ~ u ~.~ • j u~ H u •••••••••• ~••

3 ! Flow from ' ! Bellrnouth + I 1,2. kPa 11,79 fa
Iblower j differential! !
! i pressure! I: r ....: i

i i transducer i i·..4·············..·······..·..···········r·Fl'o\v·to··....·····'"···....·T·An·ubar ..~~..·····..··....·rS..kPa····"....·..·..····..·..T3:·SS ..pa ..·..···..···....··..
! thruster ! differential! j
! 1 pressure 1 1
! .! transducer !. i..·S' ··· ··..·..· · ·· TSta·tlc· · ·..···..·..·..T·s·t'atlc··prob·e· !"s··kPa··..··· · r4:·93 ..Pa ..
i pressure of ! + Scani! !
! . .: : :
! ambient air at 1Valve! i

........................................ > L).Q!.§:~..Qf...m.9.2.§:!.. L 1.. ..1 .
6 I Static ! Pressure ring i 5 kPa ' !4,93 Pa

! pressure of I + Scani Valve ! i
! ambient air ! ! II around mixing I ! I
! nozzle j ! !·..Y"..··..· · · · ····rstaTic·· ·..·..· · rStatic·p·oir:;:· j"s ..kP·a · ·..·..·..···T'4·,·93..pa· .
! pressure of i Scani Valve ! !
I blower air at iii
i 't f" Ii!i eXI 0 rrnxmq ! J i 'I)
i nozzle iii /:............................... ..; , \ , 1'" \, ..

8 i Static. ! Static probe + 15 kPa ! 4,93 Fa
I pressure of ! Scani Valve ! !'
j air at thruster j J I"

'~

All the above instrumentation was connected to a HeWlett Packard data

a<;quisition system. This system makes use of a HP3456A data acquisition
/i
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control unit and a HP3497A digital. volt meter(DVM}.The dati? acquisition system

js connected.to HP9000 personal computer. The software (written in HP BASIC)

used for these tests was mod ifjed from software already written for the computer

and data acquisition system. The data a, quisltion system can read upto 40
analogue channels. The number of readings taken of each channel can be set

by the software on the computer. The DVM automatically calculates the average

for each channel and sends the value to the computer. The computet then

applies the relevant calibration equation to each data channel and saves the

values in the computer memory. After each test the data is saved onto a 3,5 inch

disc.

To make it possible to process the data further on an IBM compatible PC, the

data is converted from an ASCII~ file (as saved by the HP computerfto a TEXT

file (that can be read by the IBM compatible) by making use of a HP-VECTRA

The HP-VECTRA can run both the HP-BASIC and DOS operating systems.

4.3 Dual flow

The dual flow system was tested on the cold test rig to determine the effect of

the change in the area ratio AJAb would have on the static pressure of the

gasses in the tail boom. From the comparison of the hot and cold tests on the

single flow system it was seen that density does not have any effect on the

performance coefficients. It was therefore decided to tests the dual flow system

only on the cold tests'rig.

4.3.1 Model

The model for the dual flow system tests consisted of the same mixing nozzle

that was used far both the previous hot and cold tests. The inner tube was

extended to!tne same length as the outer tube of the single fh,w system. The
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inlet was expanded toa diameter of 300mm for connections to the concertina
,

pipe, The mixing nozzle was sealed inside the inner tube. The outer tube was

not used during these tests. The same thruster as used in the hot and cold tests

was used in these tests. The thruster was bolted fa the inner tube. A

diagrammatic arrarl'gement of the dual flow test rig is presented in figure 15:

Figure 15: Diagrammatic arrangement of Dual flow test rig

....·.3.2 Fans, Blower

The same equipment used for the cold tests was used for the dual flow tests,

4.3.3 Instrumentation

For the dual flow tests the following Instrumentation was used.

Table 3: Instrumentation for dual flow tests

Channel Parameter Sensor Range Std Dev
I Thrust I Strain gauge 1500 N ..-, 16,75N .:
I i load cell .! . 1

.'o h ·h : h ·6h~•• U u ,..u•••,••i h.~h H •• U .. II•••• h : h h .-..•• ,",~ u ;..~~·..· ·•••••h h ..n;,.~;,.h .

2 j Flow from j Intake + ! 5 kPa ! 4,6 Pa
: : t •! fans Iq}fferentiai I I
! ! pf'e,ssure! !

. I I transducer ! !
•• f U H ·.· ,.~·.·••u · H "' ' •••04.' •••••u h ~., ~j .•u •••~ ~ ..

1
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1

·..3 · ., I..FTow·from·..··· · r6e·ii·mOufh·+..··..·..F{2··kPa· ·..· · TT,'7·s ..P'a · ,,··..
. • '. .. . 1.. . " .' . '" •

1 blower I differential I I
! . ! pressure 1 !
! - , .. .' ,

·..4..· lt • • • -t~~Hc..· ···..·..·..·:;···j-..~i~rc~~f~6e..···1..5..kPa ··· · ·..·j-..~·:9·3··pa· 1
: . : .. ' ; " :.

! pressure of ! + Scan;! I
1 ambiehLair at I Valve! !
! inlet of model 1 ". i j

') ·h •••• _ h •••••• _H h , },~ ~••••••• · H •.••.~•• hU H iiH ·•.•••~._••d •• ~~U h •••• ~H.••f U ;; u t u n.~.!•••;, d ·.u••••-.

,5 IStatic ! Pressure ring ! 5 kPa ! 4,93 Pa
, : ,,:',:', --,' :,' ;

! pressure of ! + Bcanl Valve ! !
! ambient air ! I I
! around mixing I ! I
...inozzle I ! I;,.. ' _d ~ ·•••~ ~••,... ~•••• ,i.. :;~.~~ ..·•• ~:.~.--..:H.-.~.'u , u •••".·•.•·.; ·••' h •••• ;,•.•~•.' f;. :~•• h •.•·j,•• #~••••u ••••~.,._. .'.~ y'..uj,•••••~';., io •• .;. ti'~.·~••••" .

6 I Static I Static port + ! 5 kPa . I 4,93 p,a
, I pressure of t Scani Valve i !'.

i blower air at I I I: _- - . .' ..... - -J : :

i exit of mixing ! I j
i nozzle - iii....; , ,.., , , ..

7 j Static i Static probe + 15 kPa i 4,93 Pa
I pressure of l.Scanl Valve ! !
t '.,.'. _.' _'. .: , : :I air at thruster I I IIi -----~-_____...~~___._..__....

I,

The flow to the thruster was calculated by adding the flows from theJans and the

blower. The same data acquisition system used for the single flow cold tests
H 0

\~ev,,~usedJar the dual flow tests.
'~,-!J
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5,Test Procedures

5.1 Hot tests

The pressure transducers and load cell were first calibrated. The calibrations of
:,~

equipment used for the hot tests are listed in appendix A
"::;

For the hot tests both the number cf fans running and the flow rate through the

burner were varied. The burner was first started and allowed to stabilise at a

temperature of 450°C and a flow rate of 0,3 kgfs. The fans were then switched

on (2,3 or 4). The flow rate through the burner was then set atfour points
/"(

between 0,3 kg/s and 1,,1 kg/S..t:lt¥ f~adings were taken and averaged of each
channe\'1br each of these poin~$;~

Results from the hot tests appear in appendix C ( See Table Cfto 03). The

results for these tests are presented in three different tables. Each table

represent a test with a different number of fens switched on, in this case,A, 3

and 2.'\ans running. Each table then has three or four columns of data. These

three odour columns (Point 1,2,3 etc.) represent the various flow rates through

the burner for each of tre tests. The fixed dimensions of the model appear at
the bottom of each \6f the tables. ,)

r::"

5.2 Cold tests

Different pressure transducers than those used in the hot tests were used in the

cold tests. The calibration of the pressure transducers used for the cold bestsare

also listed in appendix A. ";
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The pressures read by the shii!tiCprobes, as well as the flow rate.measured by

the anub~d\va$ also calibrat~i~duSing a pltot tube. The calibration for these ':-'

equipment also appear ig appendix A

For the cold tests the flow rate through the blower was kepi cClnstant.The

number of fans switched on landvalve setting was varied to vary the flow ratio

between the fan flow and th~r.engine flow. The following settings Were used:

No. of fans

4

4

4

3

3

3

2

2

2

Valve setting (% closed)

o
30
50

o
30
50

o
30
50

Fifty readings were taken and averaged for each channel for each of these. %. '.:.

settings. The results for the cold tests appear in appendix C (See Tables 04 to

C6). The results for these tests are also presented in three different tables. As

with the hot tests, each of these tables represent a different number of fans that

ar~'Switched on. Each of the three coturnrn: (Point 1,2 & 3) in each of the tables

represent the various settings of the valve that was used to choke the flow.from

the fan. Toe same fixed dimensions, as with the hot tests also appear ?of the
.\

bottom of these tables.
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5.3 Dual flow tests

(

, ..,

For the dUfillflow tests the.flow'throuqh the blower was kept constant. The outlet

area of the thruster was varied. FOreach of the four outlet areas of the thruster

the number of fans was varied from four to one. For each fan setting the valve

was set at 0% closed and 50% closed. The results of the dual flow tests appear

in appendix C (See Tables C(, to G10). The data is devtded int04 tables. Each

tables is for a specific thruster area ratio. The columns in each of these tables
represent the various fan and valve settings, from Point 1 which is 4 fan~~'~)nand

,~,; . ;~:,

valve fully open to Point 8 which is 1 fan on a ,.:l the valve 50% alosed.

The set-up as used for the dual tests was also used to measure the entrainment

of the mixing nozzle. Entrainment is the flow of secondary air that is caused by

the flow of air from the mixing nozzle. The jet effect of the air exhausting from the

mixing nozzle,dr~vs the secondary flow into the mixing pipe. The entrainment

ratlo is the ratio of secondary air mass flow that is entrained devided by the

mass flow from the nozzle (GaiGe). A diagrammatic arranqement of the model for
measuring the entrainment appears in figure 16.

L....---·h-~-3»

----+-

Engine Gasses

Figure 16: Diagrammatic arrangement of set-up to measure

entrainment

<--,
__ -- __ . .............,li ~-_.,.........__,..... \~)" •...••,. ~:-<:;;,.. i > _ _.;.,..""'_.._...,"""";:";r ,(.
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The entrainment was measur by removing the fans ari~\\the'jhtl1stE!rf(pm.the

model. The blower wa$ then set at various flowrates by var}ing the m.l~\ber:6f..:.
"pieces of shade cloth in the inlet. The flow through the blower was theA

measured wah the bellmouth intake, and the secondary flow '1'8S measured with
, .' I. ...... _ ,'_ _ " ,,' _ _ _ _', _ _,' _::,",' _" ,', '_ _ '~\ -

8 Pltot tube. The Pitot tube was traversed across three diameters and readirllJs
'\;

were taken at the following pointalong each diameter [15]=

Point 1:

Point 2:

Point 3.:

POint 4:

~O,D32D

O,135D

0,3210

0,6790

Point 5: '0,8650

Point. 6: 00,968D ;(1

where 0 is the diameter' of the tube.

The readings from the three diameters were averaged to obtain the secondary

flow. The results of the entrainment tests appear in appendix C.
-» - (;

//
,o)\'
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6 Results and Discussion

6.1 Hot and Cold lests
))
il

>!\

6.1.1 Mass flow

The following mass flows are required to analyse the performance ofCIRSTEL:

1. Flow from the burner (primary flow) - (Ge)

2. Flow from the fans (secondary flow)· (Ga -I- Gcctb)

3. Flowto the thruster - (Gf)

4. Flow to the circulation control slots (Gcctb)

For both the hot and cold tests, slits were used to' allow air to flow to atmosphere

as opposed to jet slots. This had the advantage that no thrust was developed, by

the air flowing through the slits, that would effect the thrust measured to the

thruster.

For the hot tests it was found the readings from the anubar in the thruster were

not accurate. Due to the heat of the exhaust gassesj it was not possible to

calibrate the anubar. The following equation was used to calculate the flow tc

the thruster:

K G

<rI"j" thr=--_.-""-'--
(ApT)~I;~'

6.1

with Kg::: 0,8869 and a standard deviation of 0,0303 for the tests given in

reference 16. The flow to the CC-slots was calculated from the difference of the

air supplied by the fans and burner/blower and the flow through the thruster .

.--------.-~-...................
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6.1.2 Thrust

Using the conservation of linear momentum acr(.)s the thruster (see figure 17):

......................tF~'" ,
: !. ,--+ i;; :;i :

Pt )'i :

.~ ~
Vr : 1. .,

,Are a

.
[£!;trol yolunl e ]

,:.". "' '"' "' ~ 4"" ' ;.

figure 17: Control Volume across thruster

gives:

6.2

assuming Vt = 0, equation 6.2 can be given as:

6.3

where Pt is the total pressure, at the entrance to the thruster and Kt is a constar

to include unknown factors such as velocity components in the tail boom, non-

uniform flow and expansion of the wake. (See reference 16)
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The data obtained from the hot and cold tests were correlated using a least

squares method to determine whether it could also Be represented using
(;..-::: .,

equation (6.3). The data and linear fit ap~~ar in figure\,18.

160 -r-~~~~-~--------~~--"- ~----~_'.
140

'120

Ell

.------.-----'-.---_.--'--_-----~--'----------.--...y -------~,

.----.~--..-.~--~--.~.~.~.----~~--~-.-----.~-.~~~.----~-.--
"

'I) ,
~./

Figure 18: Variation of Thruster thrust with (A Pt)thr
f\u

(I

For these tests Kt = 01794 with a correlation coefficient of 0.942. Thlsvalue of Kt

for the CIRSTEL tests is lower than the -1,060obtained for the cold tests [16J.

The CiRSTEL tests show a decrease of 25% in the value of Kt. From tests

conducted at the University of the Witwatersrand it is now known that Kt is a

function of the area ratio (AT/Ab) of the thruster [9]. The area ratlo for the tests

conducted at the University of the \"{itwatersrand the area ratio was in the region
:-.. .;~

of 0,2 to OA. For the tests car'deq "l,Jt in this research program the area ratio was

1,1. This m~rgevariation in the area ratio would explain the variation of the value

of Kt. The combined hot and cold results prove that it can not be temperature

effects that cause this variation of Kt.

·--- ....... ----~, .. r, 4· ....._~--- ----
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6.1.3 Power

6.1,.3.1 Thruster

From the energy equation the power of the air supplied to the thruster can be

given by:

Ii
J\

P = pAV~ 60'4

From Bernoulli's equation:

6.5

and from. equation 6.3:
\)

Pt=k(T/A) 6..6

Using equations 6.5 and 0.6 In equation 6.4 gives the following equation for

predicting the power of the air supplied to thruster:

T 3f'l

P=;;K
r(A p ) ~J:~
1\

\~

whore Kp is a constant to include such effects as energy losses due to friction, a

variation of the cross section of the jet leaving the thruster and the fan efficiency.

(see reference 16)

(6.7)

i)
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The power of the air immediately upstream of the entranceto the thr,~$terwas

calculated and then plotted against the TA3/2/(Ap)1I0.5 to determine wt1ether

equation (6.7) can be used When the air was hot. The data as well as the" linear

fit to fmedata appears in figure 15h~
\

'. '~~\':

8000 ,.....' .j , • ' •• ~

7000 t--.----------.--,-,_---.-.---.c. ----.. -----.. -.---;..- ..
,,6000, ••-.-.- •.. ----.--.-- .. -.-- -....... ~.-~ .i.J V....

5000
,.-.,
~4000 ';>< -"'--

0.. • Hot
3000 --- -.---.• -.. ---.--._.. - 'K

/". Cold2000 .•... -.~.:7'-'-h"'~-.-.-..---. ...--..._.-
fOO~ ~ --. -. -"'" --.,. -••••••••••.••• -. --'- '-.-- ·d

o 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000
T"3/2/(Arho)A0.5

Figure 1'9:Variation of Thruster Power with r3/2/(AP)thro.s

For the linear fit it was found that Kp::: 1,075 (with correlation coeffiCientcor?

O,989).This value is higher than the value of 0,822 obtained for the tests ir:i [1'6].
From the correlation of the hot and cold tests it is clear that density has no effect

i

on the value of Kp. This deference between the value of I<p obtained in ['1;(3] and
obtained in these tests is due to the fact that Kp is a tunctlon of the area ratlo of

the thruster [9],
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The power supplied to the thruster should be the sum of the power d~~liveredby

the fans and the nozzle ( mlnus of course losses). Due to the different velocities
:_\

of the two air streams (from fans and from nozzle) and the consequen! shear
I)

stresses between the two air streams it is lmposslble to determine in a Simple

manner how the energy to the thruster is constituted. To obtain tim indication of

the power required from the fan at various flow ratios an equivalent power factor

Kpfan was calculated using:

K . ::::Prllli CAp) 1/2

Pfan T312 6.8

In the above equation 6.8, the thrust is the total thrust developed, white the

power is the power attributed to the fans only. The resulting variation of Kpfan with

velocity ratio is given in figure 20. ()

1.4 ...--)< ------------>-----~-------~--.
1.2 'I>(-~.~---~-~~~-~~-~~~~~~~.-.--------~~~~----..

'* ~ .. Hot1 - ······x·········..·-······---····-·---··--'X
0... 0.8 .-----~. .:~--:-----rr-.----.--.-.-------- Cold

~ 0.6 --" -. '-"'--" ---" --.------.-----------.-.-'- .----------• • •___~ . ~ --~-w-~----~
0.4

•
•

o ~--+_--~--r_--~_4r_~--~~~

_~-O~-O-.5 1__ ._1_.9 2~_2_.5 3 3_.5 4__ J·.VeNa'

<l

'\fi~llre 20: Variation of Kpfa~ with Veiocity ratio
\':~;~.~
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As shown in figurp- 20 the fan power is reduced 'significantly by the jet action Of
i: .... . o.

th!~hot gases from the mixing nozzle. As shown above the value of I<p for the
thruster alone is '1,075 and would be higher if the losses over the mixing nozzle

;" -_-, . . "_ "_. '_'

and along the tail boom were taken into account. The ftowratlo for a CIRSTEL
'_' _o <'

anti-torque ~wstemwould be in the order of 0,9. From this it could be expected

that the value of KpwoL!ldbe in the region df 0,7. This mean's that the power

requirements of the fans would be reduced by approximately 30%. This 30% of

the power would then be supplied by the engine exhaust. gasses. The effect of

this On the engine performanc~ needs to studied.

6.1.4 Static pressure

6.1.4,1 Fan Air

The static pressure of the air supplied by the fans from a paint upstream of the

rnixln.g nozzle to the inlet of the \hruster should be quantified to ensure that the

5lc.tiCpressure of the air supplied to the circulation COntrolslots will be sufficient

to allow a torque to be developed by the tail boom,

The drop in static pressure of the fan air from the fan exhaust to the inlet of the

thruster will depend on a nurr)be~of factors. These include the change in total
,

energy of the air per unit mass due to mixing, turbulent shear stresses and

losses due to flow expanslons.Reference [13] diSdp$SeS the difficulties of

pre<;i,ictingthe performance of mixing nozzles.

A momentum balance (for the flow from the fan) across the tail boom from the

mixing nozzle exit to the thruster entrance, ignoring shear stresses arid flow
across the control volume (See figurE321): '.J
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-: Mxing
Nozzle

V.

[ w ...• w ••................... ! I .J ~ iff"" 1.1

i Pr ).~/ /'

i Vf .. :

,

Figure 21: Control Volume across tail boom

gives:

2;F = JV(pVdA) 6.9

FrolJl equation 6.9:

6.10

For the case of no flow from the engine and no losses across the mixing nozzle

and in ~hetail boom, equation 6.10 can be written as:

Pn - Pr = 1
Pc V; .. PaV/

6.11

A change-in energy per unit mass of air for a given flow condition will manifest

itself as a change in static pressure at the entrance to the thruster. This change

in energy will be,a function fJi the 10SSElS on the wall of the tail boom and also

the mass flow ratlc: To 11etetminewhether it is possible to express the pressure

----~-----------~~~~------------.--------~-------
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loss in terms of the mass flow ratio only, equation 6.11 is written as f~lIows;. (see

references [3] and [17]):

9.12

where f is a universal function of the mass flow ratio. To determine Whether

such a universal function for the geometry ofthe CIRSTEL exists, the LHS of

equation 6.12 ,was plotted a.fJainstthe mass flow ratio in figure 22.

4.' ..

3 t"" ".. ""; .."..""'" """.".....".""..;".•i:"~.".."","··1
~ .-.--~.--"---.---.----_.--- ..-----.--- ..--------.----- .

III •

-1 .--·oil .... .i.:», .----.-.-----------_.-"-.-.---'" -----._-----0 ---
.. x

-1
a

Figure 22: Variation of function f with mass flow ratio

It is clear from figure 22 that f is, to good approximation, a function of the mass

flow ratio for the geometry tested. At a flow\~:atioof 0 (no flow from the engine)

and no losses across the nozzle the value of f should be unity. Due to losses in

thr tail boom the value of f is greater than unity for a flow ratio of O. As the flow

from the engine increases the value of f drops. This is caused by the fact that as

the flow from the engine increases the internal energy of the air\;~;the tail boom

increases(Pf increases). The static pressure at the inlet to the thruster will also

---------------------------------------------------~.,-. ~-
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incre~se as the flow through the thruster increases. It can therefore ..be expected

that the value of f will decrease as the flow ratio increases. For a flow ratio of

greater than 0,5 Wle value of f becomes negative. The static pressure of the air

at the entrance to the thruster will therefore be greater than the static pressure of

the air upstrearn of the nozzle.

For the CIRSTEL system the mass flow ratio will probably be in the "region of

0,25. The value qfJ will therefore be apprcxirnately 0,5" From the figure 22 it will

therefore be very easy to determine the vaJue of f, and from that the difference in

static pressure between the points of interest, for any flow condition.

6.1.4.2 Engine exhaust gases

The static' pressure of the gases at the exit of the mixing nozzle will be the back

pressure that is imposed on the engirle exhaust gases. It will be necessary to

determine this pressure and how it will vary for all flow conditions.

Usir;g the momentum balance from across the nozzle exit to the thruster
'0

entrance (as used in 6.1.4.1, see figure 21)

6.13

produces the following dimensionless relationshlp(see references[3] and [17]):

6.14



where 9 is,~universal function of the mass flow ratio. Tel determine whether

such a universal function for the geometry of 'the CIRSrEL tail boom exists, the

lHS of equation 6.14 is plotted against the mass flow ratio in figure 23;

8 r-~--..-----.----~----------~~--_'

I'f •

..
6 ,;, Hot

4 Cold

~ 2 .
'-'.1 ;- --J •~. .•
o +-~~,~,----------------.~~------_,·-~r

..;"•-2 .;_............•....... '" - '
.-
•

-4 ~+-~~~-+~~-~~
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 CI.8 1

Ge/Ga
1.2 1.4 1~16

Figure 23: Variation of function g 'With mass flow ratio

From figure 23 it can be seen that 9 is in fact a universal function of th~mass
!

flow rate. At a mass f!pwratio of 0 the static pressure at the outlet to the nozzle
j, -'>,_

should be the same as the static pressure at the inlet to the thruster. As the flow

from the engine increases the value of 9 will decrease due to the jet effect of the

fan air an the flow from the engine. This decrease will continue unti.1the flow

from the engine starts developing a jet effect on the flow from the fan. When this

occurs the static pressure of the gasses in the nozzle will become greater than

the static pressure in the thruster and 9 will change from negative to positive.

This transition will take place when the denominator of the dimentionless group

in equation 6.14 becomes zero, therefore when PeV.z = Pf V? USing the density

ratio Peipr = 0.9 a'ld the area
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ratio Ae JArof 0,35 the approximate transition point is at the mass flow ratio of

D,S.

As the mass flow ratio increases to infinity (f~DWfrom fans become zero) the

value of 9 tends to 1. This means that the flow from the engine is merely

expanding fror~t.0nearea to the other, which can easily be solved with

Bernoulli'$ eql..lation.

As it is expec(~d that the GIRSTEL concept will operate at a mass flow ratio bf

0,25 it is clear from figure 23 that.this is in the"region where the flow from the

engine is dominated by the flow from the fans. The static pressure of the flow

from the engine will therefore increase from the nozzle exit to the thruster inlet.

As the absolute value of 9 is below unity I the increase in pressure will not be

$ignificant.

6.1.5 Temperature

6.1.5.1 Thruster Jet

If is assumed that all ehergy losses from the system is n611Iigib!e;an energy
.' __ --i _ _ ! __ {

balance can be written as follows:

G, (C" T, t~ )~G. (C",T. + ~:) + G, (Cp,'t. +V;) 6.15

Cp is given by [18]
I'

Cp = 1.0036 + O.0702x10--3r + O.1715x10-6r2 .. O.0702x10~9T3 6.16

----~--.----~---,,..".-.__.,,-----~-----
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For the tests carried out the kinetic energy was less than 0,5% than the total
'I'

internal energy of the gas. On averaging CPt, the temperature of the gasses

exiling the thruster can thus be approximated by re-writing equation 6.16. (see

reference [17]) :

Cpo Te (~ e_)+ Cpa r,T = ~ __ ~a~ ~

r Cpc(G,,) + ella
Gf!

As variation of Cp will be very small for the temperatures considered in this

case, it is clear that the temperature of the jet is only a function of the mass flow

ratio, the temperature of the fan air ahd the temperature of the gasses exiting the

nozzle. The variation of equation f5.17with the measured temperatures is

plotted against the mass flow ratio in figure 24.

300~----------~.--~--~--~-----~[

:250 -----.---------------.----------------------~---------:------i

~ 200 ----. --.-----------~----~-----.c..; ~------------.--I
:£. rJII
l= 150 ---:~--xx.-·----:s-·-·----·----------·--- ;alC r
1:: r,~~~-·:·-·:·-,·--,·--:---,---,---,---~~-

o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6
Ge/Ga

Figure 24: Variation of Tj.with mass flow ratio
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It.is clear from figure 24 that the rri~~..: pred temperature is lower than the
1 .". ..•

calculated temperatuf,e at high mass flow ratios. This shows that good mixing

took place and thatthe loss of thermal energy through the skin of the tail boom

is not insignificant. It is likely that. t\?"e temperature of the thruster jet wiUbe

r~dul.!edfurther if the flow could be brought up to the scale values.

6..1.5.2Tail boom skin

Any large variation of the temperature ofthe tail boom skin with ambient
'I

temperature 'must be avoided because this M~i11give a significant signature to

infra-red guid~d missiles. The difference of the temperature of the surface of the
~ I '" .

tail booin with ambient temperature is plotted again~t mass flow ratio in figure
25.

r--
! \ 35 I

30 +1----.....".....·---,-----~--......-__I
25~t ----~6
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10 of---- .......---.------------------i....
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Figure 25: Variation of Tail Boom Surface Temperature with

mass flow ratio
!i

Thfi temperature difference seems to increase WiUl an inr.l~easein mass flow
//

ratio. This is to be expected. as an increase in mass floW ratio is in fact an

increase in engine mass flow rate. It should be noted that the flow rate through

--------------------,----"--------)
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the circulation slots was lower than calculated and tl,16 tempel"ature of tile

surface of the tail boom can be brought down further by increasing the flow
Ii

through the circulation slots to the correctvalue. The effect of the down wash
'I

from the main rotor is also not taken into consideration in this analysls. Thi~

would brihg down the temperature difference even further.
')

A detail study is however required to ensure that no hot spots occur anywhere

on the model. The thruster will be especially prone to hot spots as the flow in

halve i.hevolume of the thruster is standing still) and therefore increases the

heat transfer to the surface.

6.2 Dual Flow Tests

6.2.1 Entrainmsllt

The variation of entrainment ratio (GaIGe) versus blower volume flow rate 'is

plotted in figure 26.

O.t> .,.._------------'------.

0.56 +-----------o:z::
ro
tt:
.......
C
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W

0.52 r--:....._____-::----. -----:.=, ' ==_:=_.._====-. ____,
0.48+---"--------"':"',,~,----------i
u\A4 +-----_._----------------t

!

0.4 +--+--'"'+----+-·--+-I _.._.'1..,_.....,II--...._--!I~-t----1

0.4 0,6 0.8 1 1.2
Flowrate (mIl3/s)
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'\

Figure 26: Variation of Entrainment ratio with blower flow
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From figure 26 it canoe seen that the average entrainment ratio is 0,5. ThJs low

value of entrainment can be ascribed to the asymmetrical shape of the nozzle as

well as the non-ideal area ratio or the dual flow system li9]. Further tests with. .;~

varying area ratios are necessary to obtain the optimum area ratio.

6.2.2 Mass flow

Only the air flows from the fans and blower were measured for the dual flow

tests. The flow to the thruster was calculated by adding the flows from the blower

and the fans. F~r the dual flow tests the sec~.';",jaryflow is therefore tile total flow

from the fans.

6.2.3 Static Pressure

6.2.3.1 (Pan air

i'~
~ . . . ~

To predict the static pressure drop of fan air, the 'same function f '.(equation 6.12)

C' as used in 6.1.4.1, is plotted is against the velocity ratio in figure 2"1. Because

the temperaturesot the two air streams o.reequal it is not necessary to plot the

function against the mass flow ratio. The legends denote the thruster outlet area

ratio.
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Figure 27:Variation of'function f with velocity ratio for ((:fual
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flow system

/,/
As can be seen from figure 27 the static pressure drop of the fan air is a funcll"ol'1

of the velocity ratio. The function also shows the same characteristics as that for

the single flow system. The transition point (from pressure drop to pressure rise)

has shifted to a higher value. of velocity ratio. This 81lift is possibly due to the

change in the area ratio AJ~b. It is, clear from f~9ure27' that the thruster outlet

area does not affect the function f.

Using the same function 9 as used in 6.1.4.2 (equation 6.14) but also plotting it

against the velocity ratio, produces the following graph (the legends denote the

thruster outlet area):
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As can be seen from figure 28, g(VJVa) represents a function of the static

pressure drop of the eng}ne exhaust gasses. The graph for the,dualJlow system

shows the..same characteristics as the graph for the single flow systems. Also

with this function g, the transition point has shifted to a higher value of the

velocity ratio. As with the fan air this shift is possibly due to the change in the

area ratio Pte/Ab.It is also possible that the shift i~)due the fact that no air is being

exhausted through the circulation control slots. It is clear from figure 28 that the

outlet area of the thruster does not affect the function g.
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7 Conclusions
(_)

7.1 Thruster

\ //,,;'
~ _,'»<

It is possible/to chat-aderise the perfOfrfla:nGeota'thrust~twith a fixed geometry
{I

fitted to the CIR$TEL model by means of ti~~va:u~£sI<p and Kt.

The value obtained for Kt in these tests is approximately 25% lower than the

value obtained for tests carried out 'at ~e University of the Witwatersrand. The
, j

value obtained for Kp in these tests is approximately 25%.higherthan the value
,

obtained for the tests done at the' University of the Witwatersrand. These

variations are due to fact that I<p a~'d Kt are dependent on the area ratio of the
thruster [9]. \\

From the combined correlation of the Hot and Cold tests it is clear that I<p and Kt
are not affected by temperature. ()

7.2 Fan Power

The power required from the fans are siignificantly reduced by the introduction of

the hot engine ga:sses into the.tail boom. This reduction in power can I:\e

described by the value of Kpfan,which is a function of the velocity ratio (VeNa) of
~"

the engine gasses and fan air. As can be seen from figors 20, the value of Kpfan
_:1\ "

is reduced from a value of 1,075 for the thruster alone to approximately 0,7, at a

velocity ratio of 0,9. This equateslo a 30%~auction iH'the power required from

the fans due to he introduction of the hot erigine gasses into the tail boom. The

effect of this on the performance on the engine wilfof course have to b$ studied.
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7.3 Static Pressure

1.3.1 Fah air

7.3.1.1 Single flow system

The static pressure drop of the air from the fans can be described by the

function f. This function f is a function of the mass flow ratio (Gt/G~).The!flow

can be devlded into to regimes: At a mass flowratio below 0,5 the static

pressure of the fan air drops from the arour.d the mixing nozzle to the entrance

of the thruster. This drop in static pressure decreases as the mass flov(ratio

increases from 0 to 0,5. This ip caused by the increase in internal energy due to

the introduction of the hot engine gasses lnto the tail boom. At a mass flow ratio

of above 0,5 the static pressure of the fan air rises (pressure drop becomes

negative) from around the mixing nozzle to the entrance of the thruster.

\\
\' . . '

This' means that if it was possible to vary the mass flow ratio, it would be

possible to contra! the static pressure of ~hefan air. The mass flow ratio fC1f;~he

CIRSTEL concept is however set at 0,25. The value of the function f at this mass

flow ratio is below one, therefore the drop in static pressure will not be

significant. "

7.3.1.2 Dual flow system

The dual flow system shows the same characteristics as the single flow system.

The transition pomt of pressure drops to pressure rise has however shifted for

the dual flow system. This is possibly due the change in the area ratio Ae/Ab

and/or the fact that no air is exhausting through circulation controlslots,
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The flow if'·de\vided into fwo'ragimes. Below a velocity, ratio of below 2, the static
~-'... . . ..'. . . ( i

pressure drops. At a velocity ratioof above 2, the static pressure of the fan air

rises. From the fact that ttt,} data for the~ff::tesb,~wJt~.varying thruster outlet.
al7~as).were plotted on the same graplfit is clear the.butletarea at the thruster
doe=-,pb,t affec~this function,

1.3.2 Engine exhaust gasses

7.3.2.1 Single flow system

c: The static pressure drop ofthe gasses from the engine can be described by the

.. function g. This f~nction g is a function of the mass flow ratio. As with the fan air,

the 'flow can be devided into two regImes. At a mass flow ratio from 0 to O,~the

static pre'ssu~qlf the engin~ exhausfqasses rlses-trorrrthe exit OfJly.f~mixing
If r ', \ u

nozzle to the entrance of the thruster; This is due to he jet effectthpt the flow
':< . . ; ~ . . .".~-.

from the fan has on the flow from the engine. At a flow ratio of just above 0,5 the

static pressure drop of the engine ~:asses is very large and then decreases

Significantly as th~ flow ratio increases further. tn this flow regime the flo{j from

the engine now has a jet effect on the flow the.fans.

"

This means again that, if the mass flow ratio could be varied, it would be

possible to chntrol the static pressure drop of the engine exhaust gas~es. /\$

the mass flow ratio for the CIRSTEL model is set at 0,25 It is clear that the (;

absolute value of the function 9 is less than unity, and the pressure rise is

therefore not very significant.
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7.3.2.2 L'uaf flow system

Once again the dual flow system shows the same characteristics as the single

flow system. The flow can also be devided into two regimes. At a velocity ratio of

below 2, the static pressure of the engine gasses rises, and at a velocity ratio of

above 2, the static pressure drops.

This shift in the transition point when compared to the single flow system can

possibly be ascribed to the change in the.area ratil}.AJAb and/or the fact that no

air is being exhausted through circulation control slots.

As with the function f, th~ data for the tests with varying thruster!)outlet area was

plotted on the same graph and it is therefore clear that the outlet area of the

thruster does not have any affect on the function g.

7.4 Temperature

1.4.1 Thruster Jet

The temperature of the alr exiting the thruster canbe approximated by equation

6.17. The temperature calculated with this equation is higher than the measured

temperature. This is possibly dU-9to energy transferred through to skin of the

model. The variation at low mass flow ratios is possibly due to inaccuracies in

the flow measurements.

The temperatures measured were in the region of 150 to 200 ce. This is a

significant reduction from the 450°C of the angine exhaust gas$e~~.It must

however be noted that the mass flow from the fan was lower Ulan the scale

value. This temperature could therefore be reduced even further is the correct

value of flow from the fans could be obtained.
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7.4.2 Taii boom skin

The variation of the temperature of the tail boom skinwith the ambient
~,

temperature seems~tovary with the mass flow ratio. This variation does not

however take into consideration tI{gY;flowfrom -the main rotor that Gould
\ 1

signific;.antlyreduce this temperature difference.

The highest temperature of the tail boom skin measured was 54 0(; This

temperature will'be reduced if the effects of the downwash from the main rotor

Were-also simulated. The flow from the circulation control slots was also lower
"

than the scale value, This means that the temperature will be reduced even

further if the flow.through the circulation control slots is correct.
\'.
\\

7.5 Entrainment

The average entrainment ratio of the mixing nozzle was measured at 0,5. This is

quite low. It is possible due to the asymmetrical shape of the nozzle, of well as

the area ratio: AJAb. As it is likely that an increase in the entrainment ratio
/ -

would mean a further reduction the power requirements of the fan, the area ratio

and nozzle shape should be optimised to increase the entrainment ratio as

much as possible.
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8 Sugg<fstiollS for further work

The tests conducted in this research program made 'it pcssibletc obtain a

overall base Une for the design of CiRSTEL system. It is however still necessary
',':',

to obtain more cf~tailed information regarding the subjecfsUdiscussed below to

ensure that a clearer picture of the difference in performance between the single

and dual fiow systems is available.

8.1. Pre$sure

8.1.1 Static pressure drop

From the tests conducted in this study it is clear that the area ratio (Ae/Ab) has

an effect on tho drop.In static pressure of both the ambient air from the fans and

the hot engine gasses. Further tests, with more values of the ratio AeJAb• are (;

required to determine a possible relationship between the area ratio (NAb)

and the drop in static pressure of the two tlows.

8.1.1 Dual flow Secondary flow

No tests were done to characterise the flow in the outer section of the' dual flow

system. Tests will have to be conducted to ensure that the pressure in the outer
\\ \1

section is sufficient to produce the required torque from the circulation cont[tol.



8.2 Temperature
(i

((

8:2.1 Single flow system

Althoygh fre t1mperature of the tail boom skin was measured during the hot

tests on the SihgJe flow system, these tests go not include the effect of th~ down

wash from the main rotor or the e·ffect of forward flight of the helicopter. It is
\, ..1

possible that the temperature of the tail boom skin could be further reduced if

these effects are taken into consideration.

8.2 ..2 Dual flow system

;'",

The dual flow system has-to be tested on the Hot Gas-Test Facility t6a'et~(mine

the temperature of the mixed air exhausting from the thruster. This temper~t~'re"

will be higher than the temperature for the single flow system, as less ambient \
,;,

air will be available for mixing with the hot exhaust gasses.
II

~>;/':;:;;

The temperature of the air in the outer sectfcin'~th~ -~ual flow'system will also
" "/

have to be measured. The flow in the outer section will be lower than in the

single flow system. It is therefore possible that th,~ temperature of this air will be
\1 . "

higher than for the single flow system. This would mean that the temperature of

the tail boom skin for the dual flow system will be higher than for the single flow

system. Tests will have to conducted to ensure that these temperatures are

below the limits for infra-red detection.
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8.3 Engine

The effect of the back pressure on the engine due to the exhaust gasses being
ducted into the tail boom needs to be studied to ensure that.the performance of

the engine is not severely effected.

8.4 Diffuser ..Thruster

The Diffuser-Thruster must also be tested as an option for the CIRSTEL option.
i, '.\

The hi~her mass flow rate of ambient air will make the DT very feasible when the
I,'" ,,'

reduction of engine exhaust gas temperature is taken into consideration,
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Calibration of 4 bar pressure transducer
SIN L414423 '
Test :Hq,t .,
Position: Ptotal ~Primary flow

860.8 'I 1.O·{S
1QOO 1.249
1500 1.876

Pressure YOits
mB I,

L· 2000.,·
. 2500

2.5
3.15

.. Regrassion Output:
constant
Std Err of Y Est
R Squared
No. of observations
Degrees of Freedom

12.4406
6,40554

0.999935
5
3

X Coefficient(c;)
Std Err of Coef.

791.7357
3.696391

~alibration 4~~\~~~~!.TransducerJ
a;:~~~f···-i ..·.·-·· .
E 2000 ·· · ·· 'i · ·· · ····· ..

-... U
~ 1500
ene 1000 ;,;:.:- ,.> .
0..

500 ..

'--~_('r_o_~~~-0_.l-5_-:_~__ ~~1._5V_O_lts_2__ 2_.5 3_iJ

I)

II



Calibration of 50 psi press. Transducer
SIN 213417
Test: Hot
Position: Ptotal ..Thruster

1
1000
1500
2000 2.991

U5CYO $]58
000 4.525
500 528$
~i-' -. -=-=<Oo&~,

. .:,Regression Output;
Constant c

SId Err of Y E5{
Rsquared
No. of Observations
Degrees of Freedom

"

49.63853
0.800882
0.999999

7
5

X Coefficient(s)
Std Err of coer.

652 ..1865
0.21273

~ . Calibration ol50p.i Press, Transducer
I" 4 SIN 213477

I :;~~ .f m '";: _,," "' "-7"
in3000 , \ " ..
§.2500 , L ..
e 2000 )i ..L .
:J L. "i~~~~:::.:.:::::::::::;;:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

500 ,,. ..

O~~~+-+-~~~++~-~~~
o 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6

Volts
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Calibration of 5'0psi press. Transducer
SIN 21~480
Test! Het
Position: Pstatic ..Primary Flow

t.445
2.164
2.884
3.604
4.324
5.043

1000
150,1)

2000
2500
3000
3500

Regression Output
Constant
Sid Err of Y Est
R Squared
No, of Observations
Degrees of Freedom

~4.19276
0.4090.28

1
7
5

X Coefficient(~)
std Err of coer,

694.8503
0.115753

Calibration of 5Qpsi Press Transducer
SIN213480

4000 .,--------~-------------..._,
3500

83000
52500
~ 2000
~ 1500
0: 1000

5do

::::::.::..::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::2.::::::::::::::

;:::"::~~";~:::~:"':::
o ·'!'!'II.llllll-t-t-!

o 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6
Volts
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Calibration of 50 psi press. Transducer
SIN 92889
Test: Hot
Position: Pstatic Secondary Flow

o

1.505
2.231

2.954 I

3,678 (
4A03
5.128 \1

Regression Output:
Constant
Std Err of Y Est
R Squared
No. of Observations
Degree~Cof Freedom

-38.8005
0.274105

1
7
5

X Coeffic;ent(s)
Std Err of Coef.

690.152
0.077046

4000~----------------------~
3500

ro3000
52500
I'~'2000
~ 1500
tr. 1000

500

Calibration of SOpsi Press. TransdUCiyr
SIN 92889

"...... H·H·· ·······"···H...••• ··•···· .. ··..•. ·· ·· .
o ~4-+..;-+-\-+-t--<-l -+-t- •';,
o 0.5 1 1.5 2 2,5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5,5 6

Volts
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Calibration of.30~'WC diff press. Trarjsducer
SIN 304878 ((
Test :Hot \1
Position: Delta P "Secondary Flow

Pressure volts
mB

'862.9
872.9

Jr~ 882.9
892.9
902.9
912,9
922.9
932.9

937.49

-0.135
0.551
1.24

1.929
2.616
3.305
3.991
4.68

5.007

Regression Output:
constant
SId Err of Y Est
R Squared
No. of Observations
Degrees of Freedom

X Ooefflclent/s)
Std Err of coet.

_\,V)

864.8926
0.052137
0.999997

9
7

14.52106
0.010123

/,

Calibration of Ditt. Press. Transducer
SIN304878

f 1::: f: : : ::::::~::::=~~:::::.:
~- - _- - - -
~ :~: -::::::::::.::::::.::.::::::.::=~~:::::::::::::.::::::::::::::a. __ ..

875 ~.~ .

o 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6
Volts



Appetu;liXA A-7

Calibratlon of 0.5 PSI diff press. Transducer
SIN 118424
Test = Hof
Position: Delta.P, Thruster

Pressure ,volts
Pa mV

'_J. 0 3.145
4€r.1.1 4.59
996.3 6.0137

1493.95 7.4402
1992.4 8.8969
.' 2442 10.22
199204 8.918

1.493.95 7.465
996. '1 6.0086
497.1 4.5977

o 3.1539===,,-======!h=~~'=!1

Regression Output:
constant
Std Err of Y Est
RSquared
No. of observatlons
Degrees of Freedom

-1085.4
4.719522
0.999971

11
9

X Coefficfent(s)
Std Err of Coef.

345.6558
0.622655

....--~-------"-~~-------_,
Calibration Ditt. Press.Transducer

SIN 118424
2500 ,---~--~--__.__---: . •
2000ro

~1500

~ 1000
a.

500

o ~.~~+---~-~--'_~~
42 6 8

Volts
10 12



Calibration of 5kPa Diff Press. Transducej'
S/N11116
Test: Cold
Position: Fan flow rate

Pressure Ivolts. ]
Pa V .•.

o -0.03167
560 0.5333

1075 1.0597
1600 1.5847
2030 2.0233
2500 2.5012
3000 3
,'~500 3;5045
4080 4.0843
4500 4.501

, 5000 5.0076
4500 4.5024
4150 4,1548
3500 3.4976
3160 3.1554
2500 2.4911
2000 1.9874
1500 1.4865
1000 0.98158
500 0.47807

o ..0.0321

Regression Output:
Constant
Std Err of Y Est
R Squared
No. of Observations
Degrees of Freedom

26.60925
4.030438
0,999994

21
19

X Coefficient(s)
,,;Std Err of coer.

992.5803
0.572574

Calibration cliff. press. transducer
SIN 11116

5000 -r----,--

o 2 3
Volts

4 5

Appendix A x-s .
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Calibration·ofdiff. press transducer
SIN 5539
Test: Cold
Posltlon : Blower flow rate

Pressure IVo)t$.
Pa V

U ·U.U/O/Q.
104 0;;,3399
201 0.7111
801 1.1217
400 1..517
500 ! 1.92(l2··
600 2.3116 /'
700 2;]178
800 3.1'122
9'00' 3.5236.

1000 3.9196
1100 4.3212
120{} 4.7215 :'
1100 4.3289
1000 3.9185
900 3.5221
800 3.1268
700 I 2.7281
600 2.3182
500 1.9291
400 1.5245

300 U' 1,1334
200· 0.7348'
100 0.3254

o -0;0815,

Regression Output:
Constant
std Err of Y Est
R Squared
No. of Observations
Degrees of Freedom

19.34275
1.570573.
0.999983

25
23

X Coefficient(s)
std Err of Coef.

250,0592
0.217502

Calitration of diff. press transducer
SIN5539

1200 .,.-.-.-,------------:;./.,_,

1000

~ 800

~ 600
Ul
Ul

!!!a.
400 , , ,.1. , , .

o
-f---!--+-,-!--i'-+-

2 3 4 5
Volts
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Calibration of diff. Press transducer
SIN 12009
Test: Cold
Position: Thruster flow rate

YSressUre 'Ivolts "
Pa ,IV,

o
560

ib7S
1600
2030
2500
3000
3500
4080
4500
5000
4500
4150
3500
3160
2500
:WOO
1500
1000
500

a

0.07479
0.64112
1.1718
1.6942
2.1368 '
2.6152
3.1175
3.6254
~t2097
4:6294
5.1423
4.6295
4.281
3.6194
3.2746
2.606

2.1009
1.5982
1.0916

0.58703
0.07973

Regression Output:
-77.7085
3.386501
0.999996

21
19

Constant
Sid Err of Y Est
R Squared
No. of Observations
Degrees of Freedom

X Coefficient(s)
std Err of Coef.

987.9211
0.478836!)

"_,; ..

Calibration of diff. press. transducer
SIN 12009

5000 r--------------._,-.......,
/

4000 _ '•._ , _ .
r0-o,
~30QO' , .
::l
ljl2000 ..
e
"100: tZ:-~·····.······--.--~-.-.-- .

0123456
Volts

\)



~
I)

Appendix A A-1 i\

Calibration of diff, press. transducer
SIN 11119 ..
Test: Cold
Position: Scanivalve

pressurelvolts <I
cPa V
I 0 I -0.07755

500
'1000
1450
2000
2520
3000
3500
4000
4500
5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
2600
2000
1500
1000
500

a

0.4329
0.9358
1.3796
1.9342
2.4559
2.9375
3.4352
3.9386
4.4321
4.926'1
4A3Q6
3.9345
3.4337
2.9392
2.4374
1.9375
1.4382
0.9351
0.4308
-0~694

Regression Output:
Constant
Std Err of Y Est
R squared
No. of Observations
Degrees of Freedom

67.35527
4.31062

0,999993
21
19

X Coefficient(s)
Std Err of Coef.

999.5387
0.618379

Calibration of diff. press. transducer
SIN 11119

5000 r---,------~-- ---"'"
4000 .

01· :(

l~::~~:_~_=~::=_~:
-1 o 2 3

Volts
4 5



Ij

Calibration of thruster load cell
Test: Hot & Gold

'(I

.radAPPI~y.::
. . 49.1 0.4437

'.: 98.1 I.. 0.5302~:~:~Ir6:~;;~
245.25 Q.8382
196.2 0.72.93
147.2 "0.6$03 !.cI
98.1 0.5359
49.1 0.4377

o ('0.34Q3
o

Regression Output:
Constant
Std Err of Y Est
R Squared
No. of Observations
Degrees of Freedom

~170.227
2.317009
0.999287

11
9

X Coefficient(s) 499.5727
Std Err of Coet. 4.447079

r- 250~:lib~tion o(c<rirumrl;.do.n l I
i100 =). _..•...../ "' __._ .._...,__.0•._._ '- ., --

..J 50 ~ ..

oLLI? 'I I I I I I I-.-+-

03 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 OB Q9
Volts

\\



Calibration of thruster (with ~auze in blower)
Sec ~lP + S IThruster

2.603 Ii 0,453 3.066 2.764
2.497 0.456 2.953 2.728
2.153 0.463 2.616 2.415
2.057 0.461 2.518 2.29
1.98$ 0.462 2.447 2.235
1.746 0.461 2.213 2.025
1.427 0.471 1.898 1,755
1.273 0.472 1.845," 1.713 c

1.189 0.477 1.666 1.521
0.197 0.482 1.279 1.172
0.688 0.485. 1.171 1.058
0.565 0.488 L 1.0.53 0.9; 4

\ J

Regression Output:
I'constant

Std Err of Y Est
Rsquared
No. of Observations
Degrees of Freedom

0.020291
0.023699
0.998904

12
10

X Coefficient(s)
Std Err of coer.

1.08281
0.011343--~-----------~~--~------~

I' lii
I tl ,/21.5 ?""' ..
~. w'/

1 .K" ..

Calibration of thruster flow

l 0.5
1 1.5 2 2.5

Prim & Sec flow
3.5



Appendi,:,A A-14

" Calibration of static prObe in thruster
IPitot Probe]

~i.~.'~8~.~";'14;~?3ill~
573.3333 638:1667
~1667 0 299

Regression Output:
Constant 'i

Std Err of Y Est
R Squared
No. of Observations
Degrees of Freedom

42.62403
.35.52796
0.99679

4
2

X.coefficient(s)
Std Err of Coef.

1.017968
0.040849

::::f ~,--,,--------'C---T'---
1291/ ;::7- .

~ 1000 t ·..··..· ·..···..·"··;T·...')··..·..········..·
0: 800 r..···..·····"···..·7 ···..····..· ·..··..·····..··.

600[ 7- cl'"
400 :;-./.. .

200 +- I I -+ '

200 400 600 8GO 1000 1200 1400 1600
Pu., _j
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Drawings (llf Model
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Appen41xC C~2

Table C1: Results of hot tests: 4 fans running
---, POint 1st - Hot - 4 fans Point 2 Point 3

ameter
Trust (N)
Flows (kg/s)

131.297
,\0.812
,\'i1.923
2.399
D.aS6

16.035
461 ;648
23.418

416.404
"155.457
36.722
34.479
1683
1259
1401

86905
2085
1859
0.746
1.044
0.623
1.038
1.110
1.060

161.379
6708.850
3424.619
6~p2.865

33.203
52.379
45.521
0.512
1..578
1.071
0.547
0.814
7.437
~0.079

163.754

99.702
0.240
2·1$1
2.t'56
0.235
16.864

449.431
23.279

415.494
128.083
31.773
32.633
1548
871

c '1005
86905
1372
1743
0.793
1.049
0.509
1..038
1.110
1.050

106.193
3730.285
3575.495
4018.546

39.905
18.823
38.464
0.125
0.472
0.928
0.890
0.939 '
-0.601
-3.346
75.255

107.109
0.358
2.068
2.223
0.203

16.841
453.958
23.258

418.005
132.573
31.824
33.215
1591
912

1048
86905
1555
1779
0.785
1.047
0.536
1.038
1.110
1.060

120.357
4405.525
3513.490
4498.518

38.893
26.799
40.081
0.192
0.689
0.979
0.781
0.890
~0.805
3.804

95.193

Primary
Secondary
Thruster
cc-stots
Primary flow
BUrner
Ambient
Nozzle
Thruster
cc-slots
Secondary flow
Sec flow on nozzle
Thruster
Prhn flow in nozzle
Atmospheric
Thruster
Sec flow
Thruster
~5ec()ndaty flow
Primary flow
~~econdary flow
Primary flow
Thruster

Temperatures (OC)

Pressure-static CPa)

Pressure total (Pa)

Deilsity (kg/mI\3)

1.1

Cp

APt
Power (W) Thruster

Fan
T"3/2/(A"'rhoT)I\O.5
Velocity (m/s) Secondary flow

Primary flow
Thruster
Mass flow (Ge/Ga)
Velocity (VeNa)
Thruster
Fan
Thruster
Engine exhaust g(GeJGa)
Fan air f(Ge/Ga)
Thruster

Ratios

Kp
Kt
Static pressure change
(Pa)
Temperature Calc (OC)

.



/' -( Appendix C 0 ..3

Table C2: Results of hot tests: 3 fans running

IParameter -
Point 4I~Hot -,a, fans

\'.

Iposition
Thrust (N)
Flows (kg/s)

Temperatures ee)

Pressure-static (Pa)

Pressure total (Pa)

Density (kg/mA3)

Cp

~Pt
Power(W)

TA312f(A"'rhoT)hO.5
rvelocity (mzs)

[-to(~raIQ,S

,Kp
'i,
Kt
S!~tic pressure Change
(Pa)
Temperature Calc COC)

primary
Secondary
Thruster
CC..slots
Primary flow
Burner
Ambient
Nozzle
Thruster
CO-slots
Secondary flow
Sec flow on nozzle
Thruster
Prim flow it! nozzle
Atmospheric
Thruster
Sec floW
Thruster
Secondary flow
Primary flow
Secondary flow
Primary flow
Thruster

Thruster
Fan

Secondary floW
Primary flow
Thruster
Mass flow (Ge/Ga)
Velocity (VeNa)
Thruster
Fan
Thruster
Engine exhaust g(Ge/Ga)
Fan air f(Ge/Ga)
Thruster

lot 1

58.297
0.240
1.488
1:626
0.102

15.~62
453.212
23.295

418.806
137.396
36.382
32.241

957
500
712

86905
929

1093
0.772
1.043
0.506
1.038
1.111
1.060

71.905
1957.847
1559.459
1821.322

29.031
19.039
29.815
0.173
0.656
1.075
0.856
0.811
-0.705
5.845

89.289

POint 2

62.112
0.358
1.421
1.666
0.113

13.960
456.917
23.299

420.474
143.882
38.975
32.724

945
588
760

869056
-, 1029

1076
0.]60
1.041
0.532

,1.038
1.111
1.060

79.645
2254 ..916
1468,600
2017.749

27.447
27.007
31.001
0.274
0.984
1.118
0.728
0.780
-1'.597
0.647

116.029

Point 3

82.903
0.745
1.358
1.854
0.249

12,996
456.843
23.274

413.858
-, 177.629

45.644
34.416

976
827
924

86905
1409
,1102
0.705
1.036
0.612
1.038
1.110
1.060

109.057
3703.697
1444,848
3230.511

23.389
48.906
3'1.187
0.672
2.091
1.146
0.447
0.760
2.025
-0.275

186.874

114.623
1,,021
1.267
2.133
0.155

1.2.536
461.237

,j 23.234
408.365
19S.634
48.891
35.534
1023
1011
1029

86905
1868
1141
0.675
1.033
0.745
1.038
1.108
1.070

144.583 ,
5900.295 !
1400.0621
5367.17t 1

23.530
55.012
44.685
0.918
2'.338
1.099
0.261
0.793
1.785
-0.357

213.960

Iconstants

r Thruster Area. ( rnA2)::: 0.0774
Outer Diameter (m)::: 0.3

Ab (m"2) = 0.07068583470577
Ae (rn"2)::: 0.0249



AppendixC C~4

Table C3: Results of hot tests: 2 fans running

ITest - Hot - 2fans IIPoint 1 Poirlt 2 Point 3
POi"'4. ~IParameter .J Position I

Thrust (N) 24.406 36.495 59.646 84.177
Flows, (kg/s) Primary 0.238 0.425 0.814 1.032

Secondary 0.928 0.887 0.869 0.898
Thruster 1.034 1.220 1.50.9 1.762
co-slots 0..132 0.092 0.174 0..168

Temperatures (OC) Primary flow
"

18.50.1 16.927 15.439 13.588
Burner 447.895 459.E!.21 460.586 465.0.93
Ambient 22.994 23.0.43 23.234 23.334

.-;' Nozzle 416.102 420..499 415.184 4·i1.084[
Thruster , 150.876 183.142 ~214.5D7 232.477
CO-slots 45.528 41.040. 53.833 54.347
Secondary flow 28.266 30..728 32.430 32.999

Pressure-static (pa) Sec floW on nozzle I 513 477 483 477
Thruster 329 397 517 618
Prim flow in nozzle 363 411, 499 476
Atmospheric 86905 .?69D5 8690.5 86905

Pressure total (Pa) Thruster 669 822 1297 1406
Sec flow 591 558 563 560

Density (kg/mAS) Thruster 0.746 0..693 0..650 0..627
Secondary flow 'L05i 1.042 1.037 1.0.35
Primary flow 0.516 0.558 0.627 0.752

Cp Secondary flow 1.0.37 1.038 1.0.38
it

1.m,S
\\ Primary flow 1.110. 1.111 1.110 1.090

Thruster 1.0.60 .. i'i 1.070 1.070
APt 51.781 ~ 100 ..388 10.8.824
Power(W} Thruster 928.0.25 144Q,1j641 3013,138 3948.931

Fan 526.967 474.&23 471.951 486.039
TA3/2/(NrhoT}AO.5 501..886 951.6<.1 2054.175 3504.815
[velocity (m/s) Secondary flow 16.544 16.652 14.651 15.410

Primary flew 18.528 30.601 52.167 55.105
Thruster 19.625 24.885 32.866 39.734

Ratios Mass flow (Ge/Ga) 0.299 0..535 1.171 1.414
Velocity (VeNa) 1.120 1.838 3.561 3.576

Kp Thruster 1.U·~9 1.519 1.467 1.127
Fan 1.050 0.499 0..230 0.139

Kt Thruster 0.471 0.574 0.594 0.774
Static pressure change Engine exhaust g(GefGa) -3.0.07 4.984- 0.955 1.227
(Pa) Fan air f(Ge/Ga) 0.419 -0.336 ~0.381 ~D.391
Temperature Calc (DC) lhruster 117.505 166.535 239.166 254.444

Thruster Area (rn 2) - 0..0774
Outer' Diameter (m)::: 0..3

Ab (m"2) = 0.07068583470577
Ae (m"2) = 0.0249

[QOonstants
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Table C4: ResultS of cold tests : 4 fans running
, ",

ITest - C()fd - 40fans Ipoint 3=-:1
IParameter -~Position
Thrust (N)
Flows (kg!s)

Pressure-statlc (PaJ

Pressure total (Pa)

APt
Power (W)

TA3/2/(A"'rhoT)"O.:5
Velocity (m/s)

I~ati~s

Kp
Ktli;~:~iC:ressure ch~nge

Primary
Secondary
Thruster
\ cc-siots
)

SeC flow on no~zle
Thruster

" Prim flow in nozzle
Atmospheric
Thruster
Sec flow
'Thruster
Secondary flow
Primary flow

Thruster
Fan
Secondary flow
Primary flow
Thruster
MassJlow (Ge/Ga)

. \' .

VelOCity (VeNa)
Thruster
Fan
Thruster
Engine exhaust g(Ge/Ga)
Fan airf(Ge/Ga)

~nstants " , ']
Thruster Area ( m1\2)== 0.OTl4
Outer Diameter (m) = 0.3

Ah (m"2) =-' O.070685~'63470577
Ae (m"2) = 0.0249 1(,

149.705
0.458
2.699
2.991
0.166
2797
1535
291

87230
2326
3058
1.017
1.017
1.017

180.032
6843.922
8118.770
6529.923

57.986
18.093
41.626
0.170
0.312
1.048
1.243
"0.832
-0.871
-0.762

Ipqint 2

140.349
0.455
2.6~t8
2.896
0.177
2620
1472
280

87230
2220
2873
1.017
1.017
1.017

171.828
63~4.620
7398.696
5927.426

56.246
17.975
40.304
0.174
0.320
1.067
1.248
0.817
~0.901
-0.734

Ifu

103.012
0.461
2.232
2.481
0.2.12
2084
1061
249

81230
1721'
2300
1.017
1.017

I 1.017
4'133.205
1,14200.554
}(5049.774
·~72.7.225

\\~m~~;
34.529
0.207
0.380
1.127
1.355
0.773
-0.934
.0.904



AppendixC C~6

TableC$:Resultstf~PlT :3 fans running
Test _G ir=r":-. 1r--=======;;Ir.;;P==O:i"""n'Ft='1 ==r.p""'o;=':.In:::::t;:=;2''"'"==;F-p"'(.j~;;='~==;t
~?:tet ,",Positionj =:::J
Trust (N)
Flows (kg/s)

Pressure-static fPa,

Pressure totat(Pa~
f!(

Density (kglml\~)

APt
Power{W)

P'3/21(A"'rhcT)AO ..5
'E!!<>elty (m/5)

Ratios

Kp

Kt
Static pressure change
Pa

Pri(6~ry
sa. II,onda.ry
T~tuster
<iC..;slots
~fec now on nq;?:zle
?fhruster
Prim flow in nozzle
c.Atm.ospberic
Thruster
Sec,flow
Thruster
,Se.condacy flow
Primary flow

Thruster
Pall

Se.c.ondary flow
Primary flow
Thruster
Mass flow (Ge/Ga)
Velocity (VeNa)
Thruster
Fan
Thruster
Engine exhaust g(Ge/Ga)
Fan air f(Ge/Ga)

95701
0.460
2.136
2.3S2
0 ..204 '
1551
1182
300

87230
1517
1758
1.017
1.017
1.017

117.416
3568.800
3693.771
3337.572

45,890
18.172
33.282
0.215
0.396
1.069
1.107
0.815
-1.115
~0.364

87.534
0.461
2.034
2.287
,.0.208
, 1398
1093
29(

87.2$\ ..,
14z,,, ,
1595
1.017
1.017
1.017

1'10.216
32Q3.874
3191.255
2919.561

43.699
'1.8.212
31.830
0.227.
0.417
1.097
1.093
0.794
~1.155
-0.335

69.346
0.467

i 1.806
\\ 24);36

9r~37
96'1
891
24:8

-.7230
.119
1135
1.017
1.017
1.·017

86.611
2240.873
2016.339
2058.657

S8.800
18.449
28.331
0.259'
0.475
1.089
0,979
0.801
-1.369
-d~098

1Q09nstants
Thruster Area ( JTI1\2)== 0.07"14
Outer Diameter (m):;: 0.3

Ab (mI\2)== 0.07068583470577

=¥'~. ======~A=e={m=I\=2~)====O.~0=24=9===========~,:~
{' /'

"~.~ ;...':



Table C6.=Results ~tcold tests: 2 fans running
.' " .

l!§rarnetE;lr
POiht2 Potat 3. PoilU 1

I>" .~

4~:!~~'4~:!~~(j36:~~~J.
1.465 1.399 1;16q, ...
1.721 1.662 1,\.3~1
0.. 0 10' 0\";:','1.21::> , .2 .",\;,;<~
802 701 3~;111
112 661 4~'5111
193 1,'i$ 11.6

87230 87230 8723Q I
8,97 832 60911,
944 836 488

1.017 1.017 1.017
.,1.Q17 {'017 1,017

I 1.017 1.017 1.017
69.428 64.397 47:137

1

1518.68~ 135.9,935 827.470
"1360.378 11.50.466 / ~~6.837
1244l:0B8 11190459 ",·'t)'43 ;t,)Z4

Secondary flow 31.474 30.056 24..922
Primary flow 13.601 18.6gS 18.883
Thruster 23.952 23.124 19.222
Mass floW (Ge/G::') !.:;, 0.322 0.33($ 0.412
VeloCi.tYi\(VeNa) 0.591 0.622 0.758
Thruster 1.221 1.2,15 1.287
Fan 1.093 1([028 CL866

Kt Thruster 0.714 Q.717 0.6771
Static pressure change Enghl'eexhaust g(Ge/Ga) ~2.242 ~;~.571. ~28.852
~~Pa=l)============~===F=a=n~!F~=ir=f=(G=e~/=G=a~)========~,~,=~0~.2=1=2.#===.=O=.1=O=7~,===0=.4=6=5~1

Thrust (N)
Flows (kg/s)

Pressure-static (Pa)

Pressure total (Pa)

Density (kglmx3)

APt
Power(W)

T1I{,J2/(A*rhoT)I\O.5
Velocity (m/s)

Ratios

Kp

.,

Primary
Second'ary
Thruster
CC~sl()ts
sec flow on nozzfe

'.'.Thrllster
Prim flow in nozzle
AtrhQspher.ic /~
Thn.{ster ~-
Secflow.~
l'hruste,r '
Secohtlary nOW
Primary flow

Thruster
Fan

Il£:qnsta'§n§tsE~~=::SF,i;~~~~====-==;=====l1
ruster Area ( m',.A,',2"I\:: .o.on&

Outer Diameter (m):: 0,3
Ab (m"2) = 0.07068583470577

• 'Ae (m".2) = c:'O]49 f\- -;)F===.======~
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Table 07: Results of dual flow tests: At/Ab = 0.62
Thrusterarea'" 0.032895 m"2

Area ratio AtJAb ::: 0.6

0.453 0.496 0.562 0.622 0.644 0.718 0.736
94.144- 83.675 61.384 33.787 27.627 9.659 6.629
1.0503 1.0503 1.0503 1.0503 1.0003 1.0503 1.0503 1.1)503

3548.263 3252.379 2745.967 2546.175 1724.614 1561.484 752.197 610.233
2416.423 2252.553 2047.453 1915.412 1484.295 1343.500 701.642 560.301
2240.692 2056.411 1932.003 1773.766 1365,190 '1200.972 605.320 449.a45
2470.780 2269.336 2067.528 1910.667 1524.415 1392.04'1 1039.068 972.286

17.329 18.978 20.551 21.495 23.773 24.641 27.471
\

28.160
26.428 23.981 21.289 19.734 12.894 11.173 5.095 ., , 4.063
34.555 3t:882 30.927 29.814 24.043 22.729 17.979 '\·17.270

627.071 567.790 502.306 466.805 303.577 27L306 169.752 156.630
,48.535 43.947 38.878 36.131 23.497 20.999 13.139 12.123
108.559 96.486 79.358 70.782 38.961 31.857 11.137 7.643

2287.108 1970.576 1639.700 1468.977 770.399 650.879 322.131. 285.511
3979.026 3334.092 2486.946 2094.903 855.4~5 632.527 130.753 74.339

0.259 0.231 0.216 0.205 0.140 0.123 0,056 0.050
0.656 0.791 0.965 1.089 1.844 2,205 5.391 6.930
4.140 3.699 2.567 2.423 0.926 0.824 -1.838 ~2.447
~0.490 ~O.562 ~0.483 -0.611 ~23.467 4.019 1.~15 2.012

;,\

\\
\\
',I

'.
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Table C8: Results of dua.l f1bw test$: AtJAb:::. 1.0.2
Thruster area '= 0:0'5418 ITillil!

Area ratio;::

1:.'. "
O.r09 0.7~2 0.742 0,754

109.450 91.504 53.351 '40.884
ir density (kg/mIl3) ~ .C503' 1.Q!)D3 1,0502 1,01503 1.0503 1..o~03

Inletstatlc (Pa) i'. .. i3425.()ob 3~O ;{S52 243Q.Sl752157.787 1402.067 1233.Z5tl
Sec flow static~n8:ule (Pa) ~1169.504 10 V7.524 953.5141 874.521 702.533 607.964
Prim tlow·no~Zle (Pa) ~~1o.g?"!. "",JPi.60i 652.401 581.893 448.071 364.801
Thruster static (Pa) 141.~~.t!f~1260.000 1109.782 1006.509 816.343) 701.480
e ('nls) 26.705 21.116 2.1.591 27.912 28.316 28.844
a (m/s) 36.791 33.158 30.184 27 .566 21.4~9 18.6$3'
1(m/s) 49:315 45.875 43.124 40.685 34.7:n 32.160

Ptfhruster(Pa) .127'7.155 1105.188 976.624 869.248 633.678 543.157
Pt 98.852 85.542 15.591 67.280 49.041 42.040

T (N) 149.593 126.208 105.~14. 88.704 .61.519 47.144
P (W) 6647.794 5351.386 4445.318 3732.736 2323.352 1843.742
TI\3/21(pA)AO.5 6436.477 4987.824 3a12.7(~2 2938.952 1697.4~1 1138.130
Kp fan " 0.431 0.408 0.402 0.397 0.323 0.311
elVa - o.no 0.818 0.914 1.015 1.324 1.548

f(VeNa) 3.537 3.298 7.(352 2.448 1.645 1.475
~1.g(\/eNa) ·0.788 -0.916 ~0.193 -0.926 ~1.747 -3.169

O. {j

0.765 0.785
17.076 1D.244
1.0503 1.0503

624.348 ,(113.529
432,056 251.273
250;660 60)317
589.062 500.299
29.265 30,025
11.520 9.324
25.245 23.406

334.$89 287.688
25.905 22.267
19.691' . 11.813

891.814 710.713
307.'376 ;142.823

0.277 0.317
2.540 3.220
0.133 ~O,359~~
2.941 ! 2.366 I
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Table C9: ResQlts of Dual flow tests: AtlAb == 1.22
Thruster area = 0.064629 mi\2

Area ratio AtJAb= 1.22

0.7672.5, 0.77 0.778 0.1805 0.795
138.5gQ8 98.1645 78.5'17 47.6865 13.54375

1..0503 1;0503 1.0503 1.0503 1.0503 1.0503
3305.699 2780.03 2306.594 1976.121 1150.671 562.074 332.604
579.344 542;90,7 490.18" 437.798 40;;).67 316.628 275.642 109.745
16.612 -32.824 113.23 89.905 71.01 630.696 50.686 -108.952

912.552 794.251 700.491 613.939 517.96 441.278 408.937 320.226
29.338 29.366 29.443 29.749 29.596 29.844 29.710 30.399
40.304 36.224 33.355 29.769 24.209 21.430 13.808 10.939
54 ..063 49.997 47.163 43.720 38.089 35.426 27.742 25.196

1534.921 1312.711 1168.140 ~003.809 761.890 659.079 404.170 333.377
118.803 101.604 90.414 77.695 58.970 51.013 31.283 25.803
159.810 130.022 113.194 90.539 68.608 54.988 26.131 15.617

8758.730 6927.325 5815.064 4632.211 3063.027 2464.441 1183.473 1386.577
7107.011 5215.574 4236.596 3030.616 1999.13~ 1434.427 469.906 217.117

0.514 0.508 0.488 0,485 0.396 0.383 0.312 0.336
0.728 0.811 0.883 0.999 1.222 1.393 2.152 2.779
$.510 3.184 2.751 2.530 -1.141 1.697 0.504- 0.046
-0.827 ~O.962 -0.824 -0.972 -1.480 0.990 6.033 2.825

(j
v

"
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Table C10: Results of dual flow tests: At/Ab :::1.48
Thruster area= 0.078$61 m"2

Ar~aratlo= 1.48

an oW g,$
Blower flow (kg/s)
Load (N)
ir density (kg/mAS)

Inlet static (Pa)
Sec flow static-nozzle (Pa)
Prim flow-nozzle (Pa)
Thruster static (Pa)
e (mfs)
a (m/s)
f (m/s)

Pt thruster (I='a)
Pt

T (N)
p (W)

ITA3/21(PA)"0.5

~

KP~~

eNa)
_eNa)

!(,

.4
0.840 0.831

138.656 970469
1.0503 1.0503 1.0503

3248.028' ,2778.661 2236.324
39.077 72.359" 74.822

-633.789 -691.560 -361.203
477.947 432.520 366.511
32.114 31.863 ,31.760
43.2G5 39917 35.889
58.266 54.860 §O.784

1702.845 1580.508 1354.367
137.992 122.331 104.828
159.885 134 :r03 112.393
~u~*"'**"* 9151.810 7259.662
7112.013 5499.765 4191.658

0.832 0.645 0.615
0.743 0.793 0.885
3.4541 3.'1/)4 2.758
riO.895 ..0.918 -0.88.'2~---

0.829
80.450
1.0503

1.938.705
92.278

-319.604
331.707
31.689
33.044
47.905

1205.185
93.281
92.768

6093.865
3143.242

0.640
0.959
2.544
-0.961

1.
0.821 0.823

0,7.339 44.890
1.0503 1.0503

1288.277 1010.022
84.081 53.432

-270.692 -278.118
277.625 220.171
31.398 310461
26.486 23.489
41.211 38.247

891.890 .768.210
69.032 59.459
66.118 51.763

3879.531 3101.218
1~91.281.- 1310.098

0.548 0.552
1.185 1.340
1.931 1.776

1-1.465 ~2.007,

0.81'1
20.584
1.0503

500.012
82.061

~174.330
228.420
31.004
16.177
30.717

495.507
38.352
23.735

16QE!~520
406.788

0.580
1.917
0.758j

43.39~

'. .,:\
0.B19
8.697

1.0503
284.228
-2.712

-255.261
170.359
31.311
12.487
21.171

387.711
30.009
10,029

1111.922
111.72'J'

0.972
2.508

\ 0.3721
3.347
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Table C11 : Results of entrainment measurements
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